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When the life-history of the house-fly
is as thoroughly investigated as that of
the mosquito has beeu, its connection
with many diseases as a causative agent
will be demonstrated, not in the same
way by direct insertion of the disease
germ into the body; but I believe it is
even more active in the spread of disease,
because the mosquito has only one way
of infecting its victim, and only a portion of the mosquitoes find a chance to
stiDg. But every fiy that lights on the
table or crawls over the children is a
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menace.

No garbage should be thrown out that
The farm animals will
can be burnt.
dispose of potato peelings and other
vegetable refuse, aleo table refuse; but
where not so used, these should all be
burnt. The furnace or kitchen stove
should be amongst our most patronized
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other effective

condition^,

tliee, if, indeed, they
place for them.

and Iron.
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or

disinfectants should be scattered round
the barrels over the ground sprinkled by
the spilled slops, and a generous amount
should be thrown into the barrel and on
the cover. This would improve present
and make these barrels less
of a camping and feeding ground for

Me.

Norway,

14 Main St.,

HOLLISTCRS

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A Bci7 M*liak· for Buty People.
Briaje Ooiden Health and Heaewed Vigor.

house-cleaners.

A «necitlc for Constipation, Indigestion. Li»e
a· 1
Kidney Trouble*, '"impie*. tVieinn. Impure
b
Bu i Breath, Sluggish Bowels. Headache
j.·.: 1 backache.
It's Κ >οίί>· Mountain Tea in tab'■■*
Genuine made by
form. S3 cents a box.
Ιί U.istïr Daca Company, Madison, Wis.

Do du( turow

siopx anu Κ^Γυα^υ Iiem
your kitcben door. At least do not bave
ir cto tbat iu the spring you will have a
semi-solid conglomerate. rouud your
door, through which you have to wade
of
every time you go in and out, and
which you must carry in a load on your
boots, to be deposited on your floor,
dried into dust and inhaled. This will
be a slouch of despond to your childreu,
of which the worst consequences may
So, if
not be wet feet or soiled clothes.
you have no sink and drainage pipe,
carry u!l slops and refuse well to the unfrequented side of the yard. In the
sprint;, sprinkle with lime and dig the

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

ground

up.
While shade trees are very desirable,
both for sbade and ornament, they
should not be so close to the house or so
thickly planted as to exclude most of tbe
sunshine or to interfere with the free
circulation of air. This shuts out the
purifying influences of sun and wind to
a
extent, and has a tendency to

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,

large

cause

dampness.

The house should never be supplied
from the barn well. It is always daugerSouth Paris, Maine.
ous. Even when the greatest care is taken, the water runs great chances of being
contaminated by animal excrement.
Outbuilding· on the farm should be
far enough away from the house to prevent barnyard excrement from being
tramped iuto the house, to be dried and
lu til lu »'»„'«» than
inhaled, loaded on to the clothing and
•ii·'
1 be cleauuBeMt
hands, and so rubbed in the children's
Balm
Cream
Elj's
eyes, or swallowed with their food.
»oo the· anil heai·
So fence in a good yard. Have a nice
t!ie ihseased membrane.
front lawn, with a border of flowers and
It cureacaiirrh and drive·
At
a gravelled walk to your front door.
«*ij a cold in Uie head
the rear or side bave a large yard. Use
qu.clty.
of gravel round tbe door for some
t ream Balm is placed Into the noetrila, spmda plenty
distance. If you have gravel walks leadover the membran· and la Absorbed. RelWIaimand water-closet, all the betu
: *te and a cur· follow·.
It 1· not drying—doe· ing to pump
Your vegetable garden may also be
ter.
!·::: xiuce «needing. Larg· Sue, ββ mbU at Dragin the same enclosure with tbe house.
(;·:· or by mail ; Trial Kae, 10 cnu by Ball.
An aore fenced in and planted ronnd
i.~Y Π HOT Η Κ HA, m Wart·· sowt. New Tork.
with trees and so divided—into front
lawn, flower garden, back yard and vegeA new Lot
table garden—will give ideal home surwill afford a clean, shady
of
The best of roundings, for the children, and a place
Goods.
playground
oak woodwork for closets. No old where tbe grownups can rest brain and
body, or find a pleasant change of work
goods. Call and see this line.
No in garden or flower culture. It will pay
attended to.
to make tbe home surroundings beautifor team.
ful and attractive, as well as healthful.
Every farmer can have such a home
Xa. M. Longley,
with very little cash outlay. Just a
Maine. little time and thought and personal
work, and the reeult will be gratification
to himself, an inspiration to others and
a lasting benefit and pleasure to all the
A

Nasal

CATARRH

Plumbing

Job-

bing promptly
charge
Norway,

There Is

family.

two of clean sand for the
A load
children to play in, with a shady plot of
grass, will be a great help towards keeping them healthfully employed. If the
sand can be dumped in a great heap; of
shifting possibilities, under a big tree in
a specially clean corner where the air is
clothes and amusepure, the questions of
ment and exercise are solved for the
tbe
greater part of the day as far as
yoanger children are concerned, anyway.
—Mary E. Allen Davidson, M. D., in
The Farmer'· Advocate.

Nothing
Experimental
About Our

Optical Examinations.
EACH EYE
Is examined separately and
titled with the lease it require·. This is one advantage
that we give over Ready-made
Glasses which are made to sell
and not to correct errors of
vision.
Don't be reckleaa with your
eve·.
They certainly deserve
the beet care that can be had.
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We Tell You How
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For Service
right good Berkshire Boar, jusi ;
right size. Service fee $i.oo.
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A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

IMatliafeM)

so

fShowin' Off

PBEPABÀTION OP QBOUND
BICH ΒΕΑ PINO.

much solid

sense

In every

paragraph of a recent editorial in an
exchange that it will bear reprint The

φ

Author «I "Tfc· Μ Β»d* ol Cow***"" *te·
Λ

editor says:

"Yankee farmers of the right sort feel
the hunger of their farms, as if it were
their own. Nothing on earth gives them
such a satisfied feeling as to see the
poor piece made rich, and the barren,
stony spot producing a paying crop.
When some neglected source of fertility
is discovered and saved and put upon
the land, the farmer feels as if he were
enjoying a full meal. When crops are
sold it worries him to think of the soil
richness that is being carried away, and
so he feeds out all he can upon the farm.
When he buys grain he knows he is
feeding the soil and is consoled for the
outlay. Nothing is wasted. That whioh
others consider only fit to get rid of, he
regards as a mouthful of food for his
hungry farm and would as soon think of
throwing away a loaf of bread or a
bright silver coin. When at last hie
farm grows fat and sleek with good
feeding, and the broad acres cover their
ribs with tall, healthy green crops, then
the farmer is a happy man. He has
worked to feed his farm, and the farm is
now working double time to feed him."
To feed the farm intelligently we
must consider well the nature of our
soils and ascertain their needs. Our
heavy soils must be supplied with hu-

Ο t'l/pyriytM. 1900, bu H'tUiam Hvux Crane.
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JIMM1E

TRESCOTTS new velocipede had tlie largest front wheel
of any velocipede In Whllom-

landed.
The challenged boy backed away. "1
know you can," be declared franklj
and promptly.
The little girl lu the red hood had
She looked at
come out with a hoop.
Jimmie with an air of Insolent surprise
in the fact that he still existed and be
gan to trundle her hoop off toward
some other little girls who were shrill;
playing near a nurse maid and a per
u

vllle. When It tiret arrived from
New York, he wished to sacrifice school,
food and sleep to It.
Evidently he ambulator.
wished to become a sort of a perpetual
Jimmie adroitly shifted his position
velocipede rider. But the powers of until he, too, whs
playing near the per·
the family laid a number of judicious
:imbulator, pretentiously making mince
embargoes upon him, and he was pre- meat out of his retainer and Tominle
vented from becoming a fanatic. Of
Semple.
course this caused him to retain a fondOf course little Abbie had defined
ness for the three wheeled thing much
the meaning of Jimmle's appearance In
longer than if he had been allowed to
Park.
Despite this nonchadebauch himself for a span of days. Oakland
lance and grand air of accident, nothBut in the end It was an immaterial
ing could have been more plain.
machine to him. For long periods' he
Whereupon she of course became inleft it idle in the stable.
sufferably vain in manner, aud whenOne day he loitered from school toever jimmie came near her she tossed
ward home by a very circuitous route.
l:er head and turned awuy her face
He was accompanied by only one of
and daintily swished her skirts as If
his retaluers. The object of this deBut Jimmie
le were contagion Itself.
tour was the wooing of a little girl in
His soul was satisfied
was happy.
a red hood,
lie had been In love with
!t!i the mere presence of the beloved
her for some three weeks. His desk
so lung as he could feel that
)bje-t
ho
was near her desk In school, but
•he furtively gazed upon him from
had never spoken to her. He had been
time to time and noted his extraordiafraid to take such a radical step. It
nary prowess, which he was proving
was not customary to speak to girls.
j» .<u the persons of his retainer and
Even boys who bad school going sisSemple. And he was making
ters seldom addressed them during
There could be no
i:i impression.
was
devoted
a
which
of
that part
day
had many times
He
!:>ul)t of it.
to education.
caught her eye fixed admiringly upon
The reasons for this conduct were til in ns he mauled the retainer.
InFirst, the more robust .iced, all the little girls gave attention
very plain.
boys considered talking with girls an to his deeds, and he was the hero of
unmanly occupation; second, the great- the hour.
er part of the boys were afraid; third,
they had no idea of what to say, because tlivy esteemed the proper sentences should be supematurally inci-

assists growth of crops. We must
have drainage for such soils, and we
must not be possessed of the idea that if
our soils are of clay, they contain the
elements of fertility in a condition to
immediately contribute to the growth of
plant life. Clay soils naturally contain
potash, yet we can in no wise be sure of
tlie content of available potash.
We have a field upon our own farm of

ly

clay loam; actual analysis demonstrated
the fact that potash is abundant in the
soil; yet the grain which is grown on
this field shows in a great degree the
need of this element.

By STEPHEN CRANE.

I

or vegetable
matter, something
from decaying turned under to
lighten and which real-

animal and vegetable matter. These not
«-RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
only are hurtful in themselves, but the
healthful oxygen in the air in the region
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, of the water is used up in their making,
so that
the air is vitiated in several
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
ways. It loses its tonic properties, is
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jinue S. W right.
not so buoyant and exhilarating, and is
loaded with gases that are poisonous to
&
the system when inhaled. An open
J. H.
drain from house or outbuilding is esA.NO
SURVEYORS,
ENGINEERS
CIVIL
pecially dangerous, because of the large
High Street, South Parle, Maine.
amount of decaying matter it is likely to
Map* <rd Plan· made to order.
carry. Such drains should always be
f the tluiberlande and pocket tuape of closed in, at least until a point is reachMi.
Pi.
itj ter Hit
ed where the air surrounding the home
r'ubllther· of the Atlaa of Maine.)
will not be contaminated.
How about the diepoeal of garbage?
Householders should cover the barrels
When these are
or tanks for slops.

STUART

There 1·

frontiers. Jim mie and hie retain
ι·ι· had not expected this boy to die
pl.iy the manners of a minor chief
lud they contemplated him attentive
■y. There was a silence. Finally Jim
mie said:
"I can put you down." He moved
"Can't I?' be de
forward briskly.
).vn

chance to be healthy, with God's gift· of
fresh air and sunshine lavished so prodigally. But these are sometimes nullified to some extent, and the Uttle ones
on the farm could be saved from many
illnesses that these gifts of nature help
to render less lastingly hurtful. But
why not always work with nature, instead of against her? Does it not behoove
parents to think about these things, and
see if some anxiety to themselves and
suffering to the children cOnld not be
prevented, and all rendered more comfortable by a little more attention to
surroundings? Let it not be forgotten,
either, that the farm contributes quite a
large percentage of the victims of consumption and typhoid.
The ground on which the house stands
should
be
well-drained. The cellar
should never be damp, nor water allowed to lie in it. No stagnant water should
be allowed to lie near the dwelling, such
Hurtful gases
as ponds, sloughs, etc.
mus

JONES.

.NORWAY,
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Farm children have certainly the beet
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The grain lacks

development and the straw stiffness, and
until we applied the soluble salts, we
were invariably compelled to reap it by
hand. In a great many soils, phos- sive and elon'.ieut. In consequence a
phoric acid is deficient and must be small contingent of blue eyed weaksupplied through slaughterhouse prod- lings were the sole intimates of the
ucts (which in some instances contain
frail sex. and for It they were boisternitrogen also), or the soluble rock phosaud disdainfully called "girlously
phates. Sandy and clay soils must have
humus, or they will not be productive; it boys."
But this situation did not preveut
is fully as important as the application
For in
serious and ardent wooing.
of fertilizing materials.
stance. Jiuuule ami the little girl who
wore the red hood must have exchanged glances at least 200 times in every
school hour, and «.to exchaose of
glances accomplished everything. In
them the two children renewed their

curious Inarticulate vows.
J lunule had developed a devot ion to
school which was the admiration of
his father and mother. In the morntoffs he was so impatleut to have it
made ku:»wn to hlai that no
tune had Italien hla romance «hula.,
he lii.tj'iii; then he vniiielicd Ji'nin
the nl-rht that he was actually detect- "7"—
the edije m the lialk.
ed at times feverishly listening f*»r the

Raise More Clover.
this opening spring-time we
wish again to urge upon farmers the
importance of more attention to clover

he tooling down toward tliein.
"Who's this comip'V" said Jinnnle
bluntly to the Semple boy.
"Tint's Horace (ilenu," said Toinmle,
"au" he's Rot a new velocipede, an' he

as for Mrs. Trescott. she had ecstatic
visions of a white haired Jiuunie loadto" the nations in knowledge, compre'
hending all from bugs to «>niots·
was merely the doing of the little
girl in the ml hood.
When Jiuuuie n:aiîe rp uis nnsui t
follow hi.i sweetheart home fit»:::
school, the project seemed such an ar
bitrary ami shameless Innovât in tha
Ν )
he hastily lied to himself about 1
he was not following Abbie. He wa

With

Clover is at once a
a farm crop.
fertilizer to the soil, a gatherer of nitrogen from tbe air, the most valuable fodder plant known to our Maine farming,
a balance to defective rations for cowe,
the most valuable fodder known for all
kinds of growing stock, a crop requiring
but a small outlay of labor in its production, while in addition to all it is a
as

bountiful

producer.

No

other crop

adapted to our soil and climate carries
with itself so many advantages and
above all when grown it leaves the soil
better than it found it.
Clover is an old crop, and so easily bas
it been produced all the way along that
its superiority as a farm crop has been
largely overlooked. It is quite frequently the case that an object that costs but
little is appreciated only in tbe ratio of
its cost. Recently, however, scientific
research has so brought out the economic value of this crop that farmers
are accepting its superior value and are
giving it a measure of increased attention over what has been the case in past
years. But not yet is it appreciated up
to the measure of its full value as a farm
crop.
Farmers should aim to produce more
of this valuable crop. If the seeding
has sometimes failed, study to learn the
If the soil is sour, as is so often
cause.
suggested by tbe fluent platform lecturers, such a condition can easily be
or
proven by the application of lime
ashes to a trial plot. In case no serious
trouble has been experienced in securiug a good catch of the clover, then in
order to grow more of it, all that is called for is to seed to olover oftener. All
farmers know that the common red
clover is a biennial plant and chiefly dies
out after the second year from seeding.
So to grow more of Ή the land must be
and re-seeded to clover oftener

plowed

than ha· formerly been done. Seeding
corn to clover has proved quite successful, and this practice admits a short rotation that will give a return to the
clover every third or fonrtb year. Seeding to olover with grain lengthens the
rotation but another year, and this again
plowed after two crops of bay enables
a return to clover much oftener than is
Farmers will
now the general practice.
do well to look this matter over and
in a clover crop oftener than
to

get
plan
has formerly been the general practioe.
More frequent plowing of the sod fields
results

around,

Farmer.

in

as

more bonntifnl
crops all
well as more clover.—Maine

The Plow and Corn.

Eighteen hundred

years

before

the

merely making hi«* way homeward
···
through the new and rather Ion·.route of Bryaut street and Oaklan
park. It ha I nothing at all to d·» wi
It was a mere e-ceutrk· ::o.ioii.
a jjlrl.
"('onie on.*· said Jin:u:ie gru;ily to
his retainer. "Let's go homj til: way."
"What for?" demanded the reiuiner.
"Oil. bVause."

■

"Huh?"
'Oh. it's

more

fun—goln" this way."

The retainer was bored and loath
but that mattered very little. He did
not know how to disobey his chief.
Together they followed the trail of red
hooded Abbie and another small girl.

These latter at once understood th.»
object of the chase, and. looking back
giggling, they pretended to quicken
their pace. But they were always lookInir back. Ilminle now lieiran his courtship in earnest The tirst thing to do
was to prove his strength In battle.
This was transacted by means of the
Ho took that devoted boy
retainer.
and flung him heavily to the ground,
meanwhile

ferocity.

mouthing

α

preposterous

The retainer accepted this behavior
with a sort of bland resignation. After his overthrow he raised himself,
coolly brushed some dust and dead
leaves from hie clothes and then seem
ed to foreet the Incident.
"I can Jump farther'n you can." said

Jimmie In a loud voice.
"I know it," responded the retainer

simply.

But this would not do. There must
be a contest.
"Come on!" shouted Jimmie imperiously. "Let's see you jump!"
The retainer selected η footing on
the curb, balanced and calculated a
moment and jumped without enthusiJimmie'* leap, of course, was
asm.

longer.

"There!" he cried, blowing out his
I beat you. didn't I? Easy. I
lips.
beat you." He made a great hubbub,
as if the affair was unprecedented.
"Yes," admitted the other emotion-

me! Why, I can go like
the wind! Can't I, Clarence? And I
can ride far, too—oh, awful far! Can't
I, Clarence? Why, I wouldn't have
that one. 'Taln't any good! You Just
ought to see mine once!"
The overwhelmed Horace attempted
to reconstruct his battered glories. "I
can ride right over tbe curbstone—at
■ome of the crossln's," be announced

brightly.

see

Jimmie's

derision

wns

a

splendid

"Right over tbe curbstone!'
sight.
Why. that wouldn't be nothin' for me
l ve rode mine down Bridge
to do;
street hill. Yessir! Ain't I, Clarence?
Why, Jt ain't nothin' to ride over a
curbstone—not for me!
Is It, Clar"

ence?"
"Down Bridge street hill? You never!" said Horace hopelessly.
"Well, didn't I, Clarence? Didn't I.
now ?"
The faithful retaiuer again nodded
solemuly at the assemblage.
At last Horace, having fallen as low
as was possible, began to display a
spirit for climbing up again. "Oil, yoti
can do wonders!" he said, laughiug.
"You can do wonders! 1 s'ikwc you
could ride down that bank there?" he
asked, with art. Ile had indicated a
grassy ternice some six feet in height

which bounded one side of the walk.
At the bottom was a small ravine in
which the reckless had (lung ashes and
tins. "I s'pose you could ride down
that bank?"
All eyes now turned upon Jiinmie to
detect a sign of bis weakening, but he
Instantly and sublimely arose to the
askeii
"That uank?" be
occasion.
scornfully. "Why, I've ridden down
banks like that many a time. Ain't I.

Clarence?"
This was too much for the company.
A sound like the wind in tbe leaves
arose. It was tbe song of incredulity
and ridicule. "O—o—o—o—o!" And on
tbe outskirts a little girl suddenly
shrieked out. "Story teller!"

OAdtu

mister-,

l>r. Trescott was exceedlnglv complacent of the change, and

"Why," spouted Jimmle, "yon Juet
You Juet
see me ride once!

ought to
ought to

Horace had certainly won a skirmish
He was gleeful. "Oh, you can do wonders!" be gurglcJ. "You can do wonders!" The neighborhood's superficial
hostility to foreigners arose like ning
1c under the Influence of his sudden
success, ami Horace had the del^it oi
seeing Jimiuie persecuted in tlnit manner known only to children and in

▲11 of the available barn manure must
go on to the fields, the sooner after
making the better, that none of the
substance be lost. Our feeding stuff
var'es frequently in value for manure;
usually there is a content of nitrogen
sufiic.ent for our purposes, but as most
farmers are aware, it Ib deficient in the
proportionate amount of potash and
phosphoric acid. Heoce we add these,
preferably before planting time, to the
manured fields.
Intelligence is the thing needed in our
farming, for as wt prepare our ground,
so shall we reap (making a new and true
adage.)—E. A. Season in New England
Parmer.

"tirst l*»!!."

The royal retainer nodded solemnly
at tbe wide eyed group. "Course you
can!"

Presently

η

boy

on a

velocipede

wue

seen to

"

ride it like anything
"Can you lick him?" asked Jlniinie.
"I don't—I never fought with Ίηι,"
answered the other. He bravely tried
can

to appear as a man of respectable
achievement, but with Horace contint;
toward them the risk was too great.
However, he added. "Maybe I could."
The advent of Horace on his new
velocipede created a sensation wh4ch
he haughtily accepted as a familiar
thiug. pnly Jlmmie and his retainer
remained siient and Impassive. Horace

eyed the two Invaders.

"Hello. .Tlmmlc!"
"Hell». Horace!"
Alter the typical silence Jiinmle said
pompously. "1 i'ot a velocipede. Ain't
I. ClarenceV Ain't I? Ain't I got one
Id -ger '11 that?"
The retainer answered with alacrity:
"Yes. he has! A good deal bigger!"
TIiLi corroboration rather disconcerted Horace, but he continued to scoff
at any statement that Jinmiie also
owned a velocipede. As for the con-

tention that this supposed velocipede
could be larger than his own, he simply wouldn't hear of It.
Jlmmie had lieen a very.gallant fig
ure before the coming of Horace, but
the new velocipede had relezated him
to a s«pialld secondary position. So he
affected to look with coutempt upon it
Voluminously he bragged of the velocipede In the stable at home. He
Its virtues and beauty In loud

painted

and extravagant words, flaming words.
And the retainer stood by. glibly in-

dorsing everything.

The little company heeded him, and
he passed on vociferously from extravagance to utter Impossibility. HorHis defense
ace was very sick of It.
was reduced to a mere mechanical
grumbllug: "Don't believe you got one
'tall. Don't believe you got one 'tall."
Jlmmie tnrned upon him suddenly.
"How fast can you go? IIow fast can
see. I
you go':" he demanded. "Let's
liet you cau't go fast."
Horace lifted ills spirits and answerhe
ed with proper defiance. "Can't I
mocked.

"Can't I?"

"No, you can't," said Jlmmie.

"Yon

can't go fast."
Horace cried: "Well, you see me
now! I'll show you! I'll show yon If
I cau't go fast!" Taking a firm seat
on his vermilion machine, he pedaled
furiously up the walk, turned and ped"There, now!" he
aled back again.
shouted triumphantly. "Ain't that fast?
There, now!" There was a low murmur of appreciation from the little
girls. Jlmmie saw. with pain, that
even his divinity was smiling upon Ills
rival. "There! Ain't that fast? Ain't
that fast?" Ile strove to pin Jlmmie
down to au admission. He was exn

Jimmie called angrily to the boy on
the veloclp 'de, "If you'll lend nic
yours, I'll sluw you whether I can or
not."
Horace turned his superior nove in
the air. "Oh, no! I don't ever lend it."
Then he thought of a blow which
would make Jiuimie's humiliation complete. "Besides," he said airily, 'taln't
really anything hard to do. I could do
It—easy—If I wanted to."
But his supposed adherents, instead
of receiving this boost with cheers,
looked upon him in a sudden blank silence. Jimmie and his retainer pounced like cats upon their advantage.

Let's see you do it!
you do it!
Now!" In a moment the crew of little
spectators wore frilling at Horace.
The blow that would make Jimmie's
humiliation complete! Instead it had
boomeranged Horace into the mud. He
kept up a sullen muttering:
'"Taln't really anythiug! I could if'
see

I wanted to!"
"Dare you to!" screeched Jimmie and
Dare
bis partisans.
"I>are you to!
you to! Dare you to!"
There were two things to be done—
to make gallant effort or to retreat.
Somewhat to their amazement, the
children at last found Horace moving
through their clamor to the edge of
the bank.
Sitting on the velocipede,
he looked at the ravine and then with
gloomy pride at the other children. A
hush came npon them, for it was seen
that he was intending to make some
kind of an antemortem statement.
"I"— he began; then he vanished
from the edge of the walk. The start
had been unintentional—au accident.
The stupefied .limmie saw the calamity through a haze. Ills first clear
vision was when Horace, with η face
as red as a red flag, arose bawling
from his tangled velocipede. He and
his retainer exchanged a glance of lior
and fled the neighborhood. They
did not look back until they had reached the top of the bill near the lake.
They could see Horace walking slowly
under the maples toward his home,
pushing his shattered velocipede before
His chin was thrown high, and
him.
the breeze bore them the sound of his
ror

bowls.

VOICES FROM THE SEA.
Common Phra··· That Have Had Their
Origin Aboard Ship.
It Is remarkable what a number of
common expressions in use every day
come to us from the sea. You grumble
at a third party for "shoving In hie
oar" In a conversation. A friend inquires after your health. "Oh, first
rate, thanks!" you reply, using a term
derived from the days of old wooden
line of battle ships. Probably each of
Ds knows of some one who Is "sailing
under false colors."
not
are
Politicians
Infrequently
"thrown overboard" by their party
when they disappoint expectations. We

Pure Blood

pepsia

debility

and rendition.—Maine

Sarsaparilla.
eruptions,

great

dys-

equally

feeling.

Ι Μdiking
?
γ

Δη Orator.

By STEPHEN CRANE.
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ly of her dead mods, whose graves now
marked every step of England's prog
rextt, ami yet who could have their
honors «tripped from them ho easily bj

First Ouch··· of Marlborough.
To draw Sarah Jennings' character is
Am Bbe was when *
no easy task.
girl bo she mmalued as a mother, as
Queen Anne's favorite, as wife to the
greatest man of his day aud in old
Neither time nor
age as his widow.
Increased knowledge of the world ever
ehauged or in any way softened lier.
She whs essentially an unimaginative,
unimpressionable woman, with no illusions about η >*ii or about events either
human or divine aud without sentiment of any kînJ, except perhaps
where her husband whs concerned.
The duke's love for her was deep, pure,
uusellish and passionate. All his letters, meant for no eye but hers, breathe
the same loverlike devotion,
'lliey
make the reader feel that from first to
last his one great dread was that she
mk'ht cense to love him. Sh·» did love
him si net-rely, but in her own haughty
and tigerlike fashion. There was nothing demonstrative about her affection,
but such »s It was she gave him hewhole heart. In most of the relation
of life they were both egotistical aud
covetous, yet their marriage was ab-

the honorable member for North Glen
the bouor
able member for North Glenmorgan-

morganshire. Furthermore,
ehlre—

It is needless to say that little Johnnie Tanner's language made it exhot for the honorable member for North Gleumorganshlre. But
Johnnie was not angry. Ile was ouly
He linished the honorable
in haste.
member fo;· North Glenmorganshire in

Ο

Ç
I ceedingly
γ

IN

tbe school at Whilomville it wae
tbe habit, when children bad progressed to u certain class, to have
them devote Friday afternoon to
what was called elocution. This was
in the piteously ignorant belief that
orators were thus made. By process
of school luw unfortunate boys and
girls were drugged up to address their
fellow scholars in the literature of the
midcentury. Probably the children who
were most capable of expressing themselves, the children who were most
sensitive to the power of speech, suf-

what might be called a gallop.
Susie Ti.iimens then went to the p'atform and with a face as pale as death
whimperingly reiterated that she would
be Queen of the May. The child represented there a perfect picture of unHer small lips
necessary suffering.
were quite blue, and her eyes, opened
wide, stared with a look of horror at

nothing.
The phlegmatic Trass boy, with his
moon face only expressing peasant parentage, calmly spoke some undeniably
true words concerning destiny.

Little blockfered the most wroug.
heads who could learn eight lines of
conventional poetry and could get up
and spin It rapidly at tbelr classmates
did not undergo α single pang. Tbe
plan operated mainly to agonize many
children permanently agalust arislug
to speak their thought to fellow creatures.
Jimmie Trcscott had an Idea that
by exhibition of undue Ignorance he
could escape from being promoted Into
the first class room which exacted
He
such penalty from Its Inmates.
preferred to dwell In α less classic
shade rather than venture into α do-

solutely unlniluciced by mercenary
Their nmlu-l attachconsiderations.
ment was stronger even thin their un1"Life of Marldoubted \v > i.irne

In his seat Jluimle Trescott was gofug half blind with fear of his approaching doom.. He wished that the
Trass 1k).v would talk forever about
destiny. If the schoolhouse had taken
Are he thought that he would have felt
simply relief. Anything was belter.
Death amid the flames was preferable
to a recital of "The Charge of the

borough," Wol-'.'ley.

Hansel's Hat Termer.
Handel knew his own ι '.ver. η s every great man known, and it is not

surprising

Light Brigade."

that he was thought to Ik?
Nor could such a noble Intellect be else than eirnest and thorough.
In a work on the great Omposer 'he
author, Frcderi \ J. Or λ est, writes
that Handel win»·: r.t work was often
rough and ι ei 'i.it irv.
lie would <'<::! < ί toivents of abuse
;|χ.·,'.·' to understand
"ven tings ν·ι
which « ne required t<> Im« Intimately acquainted wi !i at least Kug!l-h. French,
German and Italian. Vet these rage»
were healthy outbursts of a great
mind, not morbid. Jealous feelings.
Such tits of wrath led to amusing
scenes.
How be thundered and roared
at Cuzzonl when she refused to sing
an air which he had written for lier
and only did so from fear lest he
chould give effect to his threat to
throw her out of the window!
What a rating, too, lie gave the |w or
Chester printer, .innsen, who asxuied
Handel ho could "sing at sight!"
"You Hchoundrc-1! Tit not you tell
me dat you could *ltig at soiteV"
"Yes, sir." said the affrighted chorister. "and so I can, but not at tirst

But the Trass l>oy finished his remarks about destiny In a very short
time. Jimmie beard the teacher call
his name, and he felt the whole world
look at him. He did not know how he
made his way to the stage. Parts of
him seemed to be of lead, and at the
same time parts of him seemed to be
light as air, detached. His face had
gone ns pale as had been the face of

main where he was obliged to perform
certain duty which struck him as be
ing worse than death. However, willy
nllly, he was somehow sent ahead into
the place of torture.
Every Friday at least ten of the little
children hud to mount the stage beside
tbe teacher's desk and babble something which none of them understood.
This was to make them orators. If it
had been ordered that they should
croak like frogs, it would have advanced most of them Just as far toward
a

Susie Tlmmvus.
child In torment.

proud.

He was simply a
That Is all there Is

oratory.

Alphabetically

Jimmie Trescott was
the end of the list of victims, but
his time was none the less Inevitable.
"Tanner, Tlmmens, Trass, Trescott"—
He saw his downfall approaching.
He was passive to the teacher while
she drove Into his mind the incomprehensible lines of "The Charge of the
near

Light Brigade:"
Hnlf

α

league. half

α

eight."

He hnd no conception of α league.
If la the ordinary course of life somebody told him that he was bnlf η
league from home, he might have been
frightened U*at half a league was fifty
miles, but he struggled manfully with
the valley of death and a mystic MX),
who were performing something there
which was very fine, he had been told.
He learned all the verses.
But as his own Friday afternoon approached he was moved to make
a

the rug In

was

looked at picture books, only complaining of pain when he suspected Ills
mother of thinking that he was getting
better.
The next day being Saturday and a
holiday, he was miraculously delivered from the arms of disease and
forth to play, a blatantly healthy

went

He had no further attack until Thursday night of the next week, when he
announced that he felt very, verv poorly. The mother was already chronically alarmed over the condition of her
•son. but Dr. Trescott asked him queetlons which denoted some Incredulity.
On the third Friday Jlmmle was dropped at the door of the school from the
The other children,
doctor's buggy.

notably those who hnd already passed
the mountain of distress, looked
at hi in with glee, seeing In him another
lamb brought to butchery. Seated at
over

his desk in the schoolroom, Jlmmle
sometimes remembered with dreadful
distinctness every line of "The Charge
of the Light Brigade," and at other
times his mind was utterly empty or It.
Geography, arithmetic and sjiellliigusually great tasks—quite rolled off
him. Ills mind was dwelling with terror upon the time when his name
should be ealled and he was ohl!ged to
go up to the platform, turn, bow and
recite bis message to bis fellow men.
Desperate expedients for delay came
to him. If be could bave eugaciMl the
services of a real pain he would have

But steadily, Inexorably,
been glad.
the minutes marched on toward hl:<
great crisis, and all his plans for es
tape blended into a mere panic fear.
The maples outside were defeating
the weakeulng rays of the afternoon
sun, and In the shadowed schoolroom
bad come a stillness In which nevertheless oue could feel the complucence of

the little pupils who had already passThey were
ed through the flames.
calmly prepared to recognize as a sjiectacle the torture of others.
Little Johnnie Tanner opened the
to
ceremony. He stamped heavily up
the platform and bowed in such a manHe
ner thut be almost fell down.
blurted out that it would ill befit him
fair
to sit sileut while the name of his
Ireland was being reproached, and be
appealed to the gallant soldier before
him if every British battlefield was not
of the
sown with the bones of sons
Isle. He was also heard to

Emeruld

with dee] filsay that he had listened
ing surprise and scorn to the insinuafrom
tion of the honorable memlier
North Gieumorguushire thut the loyalher maty of the Irish regiments in
To
jesty's service could be questioned. the
had
what purpose, then, be asked,
blood of Irishmen flowed on a hum.red
Irish
fields? To what purpose hnd
men gone to their death with bravery
the
and devotion In every part of
world where the victorious flag of Enghad been carried? If the honor-

land

able member for Nortlr Glenmorganshlre Insisted upon construing a mere
in Dubpothouse row between soldiers the col·
lin into a grand treachery to
to her majesty's uniform, then
OM

and

mamm

to

—

be said

specifically

about it, and to

Intelligent people the exhibition would
have been not more edifying than a
dog tight.
He bowed precariously, choked, made
nn inarticulate sound, aud then he suddenly said:

likely

front of the tire and

it

iCfl"-

goini:

groan cavernously.
She lint bed his feet in hot mustard
water until they were lobster red. S!:e
also placed a mustard plaster on his
chest.
He announced that these remedies
did him no good at all—uo good at all.
With an air of martyrdom he endured
η perfect downpour of motherly attenThus the first Frition all that day.
day was passed in safety.
With singular patience he sat before the fire In the dining room and

boy.

And then he tmddenly »ald: "ilulj

dreadful

at any time to prevent him from
to his beloved school.
On the great Friday when the children of his Initials were to speak their
pieces I)r. Trescott was away from
home, and the mother of the lio.v wa.<
alarmed beyond measure at Jliumie's
curious Illness, which caused him to lie
on

Worthy Scion.
Tlu· shlftlesmiess of Eben Outer wan
α byword in
Willowby. His wile's
methods of gettiiiK through 1 :t'<■ with as
lilt le trouble and work as pos-dble were
iu strict accord with his own. and the
children were destined to follow closely in the footsteps of their parents.
"
"fisn't any muuner υ' use for Kb to
go to school," said Mr. Carter, discussing his sou and namesake with the
teacher of "So.
one clay. "He's dull,
that boy Is, as dull a:: a hoe-duller

league.

"Oh," they yelled, "you could, eh? known to his family that
Well, let's see you do it, then! Let's disease was upon him and

Christian era, "Job's oxen were plowcall tall buildings "skyscrapers," a
ing and the Sabeans fell upon them and less.
term originally purely nautical. "Close
in
read
we
and
Kings
them
took
away,"
Later Jimmie forced his retainer to
quarters" Is a very common expresof Elisha plowing with twelve yoke of
a race with him, held more jumpsion, which, like "first rate," dates
Putnam left his oxen in the fur- run
oxen.
him twice to earth
from the time of wooden fighting
row and hurried to Boston after hearing ing matches, flung
and generally behaved as if a retainer
of the battle of Lexington.
ships. The "quarters" were protecIn the earliest ages tbe plow was the was Indestructible. If the retainer had
tions erected along the bulwarks becrooked limb of a tree with a projecting been in the plot. It is conceivable that
hind which sailors could lie low and
point.
be would have endured this treatment
which were used to help to repel
the
Pilgrims with mere whispered! half laughing
It was twelve years after
boarders.
the
landed before they had any plows,
There are others, too—"half seas
protests. But he was not· In the plot Iterant with victory.
sod being broken with clumsy hoes and
and
at all, and so he became enigmatic.
Notwithstanding a feeling of discom- over," for instance, and "high
mattocks. Tbe first plows in America
husin
sheep
One cannot often sound the profound fiture Jlm aiu did not lose a moment dry."
Honest men are said to be
Every farmer interested
were large and olamsy, made of wood,
his
appreciation the mouldboard being plated over with well in which lie the meanings of boy- of time.
for
bandry should testify
Wh.V." he ycHed. "that ain't "abovel)oard." We call a good
of the valued service· of Representative
of iron. It took several yoke of hood.
fast '(all! That ain't goin* fast nothing man a "derelict." and we urge
strips
gohf
a
not
who,
W. B. Kendall, Bowdoinham,
I·oilowlug tlie two little girls, Jimmie "tall! Why. I can go almost twice as people to go "full speed ahead" on all
oxen, a stout man to hold, and another
member of the agricultural committee, to "bear on the beamM to keep it in the
passed Into that suburb of !';>*t a.i iîi.'.t! Almost twice as fast! occasions when we mean there is need
eventually
comthat
what
for
tbe
did
industry
sod.
I» hiloiuville which Is called Oakland ('·.■·»"? 1. ":.···"·) e:"
for haste.
mittee failed to do, secured at tbe last
The first iron plow in America was i'urk. At his heels came a badly baian amendment
moment the passage
Charles Newbold of New
by
patented
a
was
Park
t-red retainer. Oaklaud
which provide· that
Jersey, who after spending $30,000 in
to the boys.
"The municipal officers aball investito get it Into use abandoned tbe -omewhat strange country
trying
that
< iey were dubious of the manners and
gate any complaint, and if satisfied
the farmers declaring that the
attempt,
wild
or
damage was committed by dog·
iron would. poison the soil and prevent customs, and of course they would
animals within the limita of their city, the
have to meet the local chieftains, who
growth of crops.
estimate
shall
town or plantation, they
Indian corn, pumpkins, squashes, and might look askance upon this invasaid
caae
in
and
the amount thereof,
potatoes, are Indigenous to America and sion.
Ib certain if you take Hood's
sheep or other animal· are killed, tbat the early settlers learned from the InJimmie's girl departed Into her home
an amount equal to tbe ralue of the
medicine cures those
This
dians how to grow them. The plow(?)
•»ith a last backward glance that alsame and fifty per cent ic excess thereof
was a heavy mattock or grub-hoe, with
and boils that appear at all seasons;
On
be paid to such owner from the town which holes four feet apart were dug. ti.ost blinded the thrilling boy.
ι Mis pretext and that pretext he kept
treasury, and in case any sheep, lambs Into each, one or two fish were dropped
scrofula
sores, salt rheum or eczema;
cures
or other animals are bitten or otherwise and from fonr to six kernels of corn.
Ma retainer In play before the house,
well to, and also cures,
itself
an
wild
animals
or
adapts
Injured by dogs
During the summer tbe cultivation was iie had hopes that she would emerge
stomach
amount, equal to tbe damage done which done with those grub-boes, as heavy as ■j-i soon as she had
troubles; cures rheuall
and
her
school
deposited
shall be estimated at not less than one- an ax.—Cor. in Maine Farmer.
nervous troubles,
cures
bag.
matism-and catarrh;
half tbe value of the sheep, shall be paid
A boy came along the walk. Jimmie
tired
to such owner from the town treasury."
and that
As the days begin to grow warm, koow him at school. He was Tommle
Give Mr. Kendall credit for pushing
medicine in tabAll roosts .'•eu:;>le. one of the weaklings who
•areatab·-For those whois prefer
this through and securing additional watch for lice on the roosts.
vt
M_ η κ Φ_,„
put up in chocothey can be re- nu-.de friends with the fair sex. "Hello, let form. Hood's Sarsaparilla asnow
compensation for stock injured, though should be so made that
well as in the usual n,,. "The cam of a larce rarin. so
Sarsatabs,
called
over
tablets
fated
It
water
do
to
poured
;said Jimmie. "You live round
this is no compensation lor the damage moved and boiling
the same much to do and so little health break
a
liquid form, tiarsatabs have identically
to have
besides accu- ylth. Ç*eee«l almont complete
done the flock or its future. No man them. It is also a good plan
form,
the
as
liquid
!>ere>"
Curative
properties
and
has been able to restore or maintain a nests which can be taken outdoors
"Yeh." said Tom. with composed
movable
natural sleep, perfect health
oration, breakage. or leakage. Druggists or promptly appetite, to
fiock, after a visitation from the dog, in thoroughly cleaned. In fact,
was
of
do all my wort."
he
afraid
school
At
strength
fixtures throughout the hen-house are (.ride.
by Willi C. L Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
any auch manner as before. The fright
evince
of
not
he
did
but
I'mrnle,
any
No. 324.
June
remains as a bar to their beet growth altogether desirable In every way.—
30,1906.
Guarantied under the Food and Drugs Act,
this fear aj he strolled well inside his
I Suburban Life.
Farmer.

pimples

I

"Half

a

than some hoes."
•i'.tit if you sent hint regularly to
school"— began the teacher. But Mr.
Carter lifted his hand in a gesture of
denial.
"
'Twouldn't be any manner o' use,"
lie said in a hopeless tone. "As 'tis, I
keep him out. doing odd jobs round the
s >'.* when he goes to school off
!.
t:t' on it'll s"c.n like a privilege an' opportunity t;> liitn, an' he'll be spurred

leg"—

"League," said the teacher coolly.
"Half

a

leg"—

"League," said the teacher.
"League," repeated Jiinmle wildly.

,

"Half a league, half
league onward."

a

league,

half

a

fut it
η to making the most of it.
\»;i't work ri ;M w ith Kb. He gets bad
.lurks every time lie goes.
"That's the way with mj children
(rain ι·ν··ι·.ν nerve I·» ifet "em a chaîne
t eliv·. ;i»n now an' then, and th 'y
ion'i a ι predate it any more than if
.!. y had it right along." Vout!.' Corn; (anion.

He pans d here aud looked wretchedly at the teacher.
Half a league," he uiuUered—"hal
u

—

league"—

lie seeuied likely to keep continuing
this phrase lndeilaiie'y. s after a tiin«*
the teacher said. "Well c · on."
"Half a le'igne," reepoiislcd Jimuile.
The teacher had the opened book be
fore her, anu she read from it:
"All in the
Rode the-

valley of death

"Go on." she concluded.
Jimmie said:
"All In tho valley of death
Rode the—the—the"—

He cast a glance of supreme appeal
upon the teacher and breathlessly whispered. "Itode the what?"
The young woman Hushed with Indignation to the roots of her hair.
"Rode

the six

hundred!"

she suappud at him.
The class was a-rustle with delight at
this cruel display. They were 110 better tliuu a Roman populace in Nero'*
time.
Jlmmle started off again:
"Half a leg—lea!fu*. half a league, half u
league onward.
All In the valley of death rode the tlx
hundred.
Forward-forward-furward"—
"The Light Brigade," suggested the
leacher sharply.
"The Light Brigade," said Jimmie.
He was about to die of the ignoble
pain of his position.
As for Tennyson's lines, they had all
gone grandly out of hie mind, leaving

Fis!·» In Aquariums.
"intriM
Fish new in captivity in
«re lauie likely to be attacked !./ fiai«·.··· than the oi l ones, which h;.ve bea
c >!'··■ iu
way acclimated or aec'teThis
l tated to the water in the tank
may he of different characteristics
than that which they Inhabited in nature. If sait, for instance, il may he
less salty, and it is impossible ι
provide water of the exact temp" attire
The wa>1 that Inhabited by the ti<h.
ter in the tank Is kept at a tempera·
(tire approxiuii ting that of the tlsh's
native waters, hut lu nature the tish
could come to warmer water near the
surface and cooler water iu the depths,
conditions that It is Impossible to reproduce in small tanks. In many eases
It 1-t practically impossible to supply
the fish with Just the food to which
they have been accustomed. But the
hardier ones get used to the water and
to the food and enjoy life as much as
tish iu captivity can enjoy it. They
become so tame that they take food

It a whlted wall.
The teacher's Indignation was still
rampant. She looked at the miserable
wretch before her with an angry stare.
"You stay In after school and learn
that all over again." she commanded.
"And be prepared to speak It next Friday. I am astonished at yon, Jimmie.

Go to your seat."
If she had suddenly and magically
made a spirit of him and left him free
to soar high al»ove all the travail of
have
our earthly lives, she could not
overjoyed him more. He »!im! back to
his seat without hearing the low toned
gibes of his schoolmates. Ile gave no
thought to the terrors of the next Fri
day. The evils of the day had been
auttlcieut, and to a childish mind a
week is a great space of time.
With the delightful inconsistency of
bis age he sat in blissful calm ami
watched the suffering* of an nnfortuwa*
uate Ικ>>· named Zimmerman, «ho
the next victim of education. Jlmmle.
of course, did not know that on thU
tie;
day there had been laid for him
foundation of a finished incapacity for
which would be lii<

pubjlc speaking
until he died.

An Expert.
"Do yo:i tYi:': !te is a good pianist?"
"He is. H to left hand does not know
whi't his right b'jnd docth."—Meggendorfcr Blatter.

from the hand.

Norman Gnuntlets.
TTnder the Norman kings gloves, or,
more strictly speaking, gauntlets, for

made to cover the arm as
hand, were often richly
embroidered and the hacks set with
precious t*t· ties. No d«ubt the Norman
ladles, whose skill iu needlework is
shown by many an old fragment of
tapestry still preserved, shut up. as
they were, in the gloomy recesses of
their strong castles, would find a
pleasant change of occupation In ornamenting their lords' gloves with carious tracery and quaint devices in
gold anil silver thread. The glove she
was embroidering, with Its suggestions
of merry hawking parties by the reedy
mere, of friendly contests In the tilting
yard, would seem to the noble dame
the token of i>eaceful recreation when
the Iron gauntlet, with Its henry links
and chains, could is? safely laid aside.

they

were

well as the

A Rhyming Bible.
In the library of Glasgow unlTersity
there Is a rhyming Bible the work of
the eccentric old divine, Za chary Boyd.
He conceived the Idea of rendering the
sacred l>ook In rhyme, a task which
hail to gome extent been undertaken
by several writers, among whom may
be mentioned the Saxon Caedtnon and
Tate and Boyd's rhyming version of
the Psalms. Zachary Boyd gave full
play to his imagination and produced
a work of abiding Interest and curiosity. though It has never yet been

printed.—London

The effect of malaria lasts

a

Answers

long time.

You catch cold easily or become rundown because of the after effects of malaria·

Strengthen yourself with Scott9s

Emulsion.
It builds new blood and

system.

ALUDRUQQISTOi

tones up your nervous
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Thursday afternoon the annual

good attoodanoe. The annual report·
showed good work (or the year with
quite an Increase In membership. Daring the year five anion Gosnel Sunday
evening meetings and a Sunday evening

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, MAT 7, 1907.

Pari· HilL

FORBES, |

A

Lut

business meetiag of the W. 0. T. U. vu
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL held with Mr*. David Kmmona with a

ISSUED TUBS DATS.

ATWOOD

W«t Pari·.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

>

*

Willard memorial servioe have been held
of the local uoion.
RdltMr· tad Pr«prUt*rs.
first Baptist Church, Bar. K.O. Taylor, pastor under the aaspioes
Preaching every Sunday at 10.-45 A. M. Sunday Work has also been done among the
A. B. roKBU.
UEOBOB M ATWOOD.
School it 12 M. Sabbath Branla* Service at school children. The following officers
7:30 P. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
were elected for the coming year:
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 Λ). Covead
ranee.
In
If
Tlkmh —$1.50 m year
paid strictly
nant Meeting the laat Friday before the 1st
President— Mr·. EU* M Bate·.
Otherwise $~2 00 a year. Single ooplM 4 cent·.
AU
not
M.
>J0
r.
tee
at
month
Vlee-Prealdenta—Flnt, BapUtt church, Mr·.
Sunday of
Anna W. White; Second, Universalis» church,
AU legal advertisements otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Advkktiskmkmts:
School
Church.
Unlwraahat
every
M
1m
Jennie M. Brown ; Third, Methodist church,
Sunday
are given three connective insertion· for $1.90
at 10 .-45 a. m.
Mr·. Anna C. Young
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta Sunday
Kmllr L. Bmmon·.
—

Secretary—Mr·.
Treasurer—Mr·. Lizzie B. Lane.
Miss May ia expected at Paris this
a few days.
Delegates were elected to attend the
Job Paisnso —New type, fast presses, electric week for
Mr. and Mr·. John Pierce went to county convention to be held at Norway.
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar busi- Boaton last Wednesday (or a stay of Refreshments were served at the close of
ness complete and popalar.
about a week.
the meeting.
Mrs. Elva B. Locke is at home intendMiss Jeesie King of Lewiston was the
SINULE COPIES.
guest of Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer over ing to remain for the summer.
cents
Single Copies of the Democrat are tear
Prank S. Hook of Savannah, Georgia,
Sunday.
each. They will be mailed on reoelpt of price by
Mrs. William G. Hammond has re- is a guest of his uncle and aunt, Mr. and
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on turned from South Paris and opened Mrs. P. S. Paraîtra.
•ale at the following places In the County :
Mr. Lincoln Holmes has sold his land
her home here.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Mr. Lewis B. Brown of New York j opposite the residence of Mr. Prank L.
Store.
Norway,
Soyes' Drug
made a flying visit to Paris Hill Friday Willis and will move his stable off the
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
and Saturday.
lot soon. His family have moved back
Buckfleld.
Sirs. Harlow, Post Oflce.
Paris Mil,
Arthur Cole has returned from the | to his farm in Greenwood.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.
Mrs. Preda Perry is visiting her daughMaine General Hospital.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
H. E. Hammond has so far recovered I ter, Mrs. Bosserman, at Bethel.
Mrs. G. W. Bryant of South Paris
from his recent severe illness as to ride
Coming Events.
to South Paris the past week.
visited friends in town several days of
Mrs. Godfrey of Bangor is a guest at I laat week.
Mr. A. J. Ricker injured his hand a
Mrs. Columbia Parris'.
May T.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office, ! short time since and was unable to work
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
for a few days.
May 1st:
The Wednesday Club held its annual
Un. J. B. Tucker.
Auction Sale.
Mr·, Mersey.
meeting with Mrs. P. E. Wheeler last
There Is Nothing Experimental.
Mr. K<lg*r Hudson.
week. Officers were elected as follows:
The Jollities.
Miss Clara E. Godwin.
Hosiery and Underwear.
Miss Gladys Cobb.
President—Bev. I. S. Macduff.
Decorate.
Mr. Thlaphlle Belmlan.
Vice-President—Mr·. F. E. Wheeler.
Count Direct.
Mr. Royal H. Bod well.
Sec. and Trea».—Mise Ruth A. Tucker.
Picture Taking.
Mr. Enoch Bartlett.
A social hour was held and ice cream
Removal Notice.
Cabolimk P. Haklow, P. M.
mai le
er·.

with

local, transient and yearly advertis-

J

|

To Let.

Bankrupt's Petition

for Discharge.
Insurance Co.

FORBES

Preferred Accident
8BS Apple Trees.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Pasture to Let.

Arbor
PROCLAMATION

BY

|

COBB.

|

The future of Maine's material prosperity and
development will depend to a very great extent
her
on the care and treatment bestowed upon
greate-t natural heritage, the forests. A public
sentiment In favor of their reasonable preserve
tlon and inoreise will secure to succeeding génération-· the same charm of scenery and the
same economic advantages now enjoyed bv our
own, an<! this sentiment should be fostered and
cherished by all.
While that sprlrg holiday created by act of
the l.i K'ls' iture and known as Arbor Dav was
orlglnallv Intended to promote the planting of
tree-, -hrubs and vine* for the purpose ol adorn

East|

ment. It well may possess a deeper and more
vital slgnttk tnc?, and its observance should In
cllne the people of Maine to realize the va->t Ira
of the forests and to Insist that their
portanee
Interests In them be safe guarded and perpetuate·).
1 hereby designate, therefore, Friday, the 10th
day of May. as Arbor Day and recommend that
our citizens .-enerallv join with the teaenera and
children of the schools In demonstrating by practice an precept the meaolug of the day and its
IMMNh fur the common good.

]

^

JEWELRY

West Sumner.
The persons who committed depreda-1
tions about the village May night we
hope are not residents of this town
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Richmond and two j
children of Oxford are visiting Mrs.
Richmond's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ryerson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Buck have moved
here from Auburn, and are occupying
the house they bought of Mrs. Victoria

|

Bad Fire at Bethel.
HOWLKK S l'KINTINU PLANT AND

j

Archie Curtis has moved into the baskets for this season's trade and last
Wilsbire Allen house.
week had an order for fifty more. These
Elroy Dean lost a valuable cow by are eold from Bethel to Lewiston and
Rumford Pails.
breaking her leg recently.
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff attended the
George Tubbs has moved to Greenwood to work for Frank Willis in his Uoiversalist District Sunday School Conmill.
vention at Auburn last week, and un
Fred Tubbs and Herbert Allen are Wednesday afternoon gave an address
mill
at
saw
Instruction in the Sunday
on "Moral
running the Joe Littlehale
School."
North Paris.
Charles Howe has bad the measles.
Rev. Miss Macduff has gone to ClareLouie and Alice Howe are down sick raont, Ν. H., for a few days1 visit with
with the measles.
relatives.
Mrs. Mary Allen is visiting the family
The annual business meeting of the
West Paris Public Library Association
of her sou, Quin Allen.
Miss Lottie Allen of South Paris and will be held Monday evening of this
her sister, Miss Grace Allen, from
week, May β, at Good Will Hall. All
Oxford, with a friend from Yarmouth, those interested are invited to attend.
called on their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A dance and supper was given TuesQuin Allen, Sunday, April 28.
day evening of last week at Dunham's
Elroy Dean is getting ready to raise I Hall under the auspices of the W. P. A.
Music was furnished by four pieces
the roof of his house and tinish off a C.
of Stearne' Orchestra from Norway.
rent up stairs for his son Arthur.

Day.
(iOVERNOR

DISTRICT.

KINu'sl

STORK Sl'FKER.

Fire which started in the basement of
Cole Block at Bethel, and the consequent
wetting down by a very efficient tire department, did several thousand dollars
damage in about half an hour, Saturday
night, April 27. The sufferers were Edward King, proprietor of a large jewelry
store, and E. C. Bowler, publisher of
the Bethel News and Kumford Citizen.
Mr. Bowler's printing plant is fully upto-date. and is a large establishment for
a country town.
The ground tioor of the block is occupied by the Bethel Savings Bank, the
law office of Ilerrick Λ Park, the store

Bonney.

The Royal Novelty Co. have been playing here for the past week. May night,

after the vaudeville performance, there
was a ball which was largely attended.
Mr. aud Mrs. White, who are in charge
of the comuany, have been visiting Mrs.
White's cousin, Mrs. W. S. Taylor.
Wallace Chandler is having his house
painted. Henry Proctor is doing the
work.
The Baptist church is being repaired
and painted. A. G. Farrar has charge
of the work.
Dinner was served in the vestry May
of Mr. King and the printing establish- day by the library association. An art
Above is Odeon Hall, the largest gallery in the corner of the hall was well
ment.
patronized, and ciused no end of merripublic hall in the town.
about 9 ment. The person who gave the most
The tire was discovered
o'clock in the basement of Mr. King's correct answers aud whose friends purstore, but was then breaking through chased the largest number of tickets was
The Bethel lire department, awarded a fancy -ake, and to the second
the tioor
an
organization of which the town is person who Rave the most correct
proud, promptly responded to the alarm, answers a pound of caudy. Mrs. Alma
Buck secured the cake and Mrs. Annie
and in half an hour had the tire out.
Mr. King suffered a heavy loss, though Small the candy. The booby prize fell
the largest lose was in the printing office, to H. G. ileath.
Mrs.' Eva Whitman of Rumford Falls,
when* the damage was mainly by water.
The linotvne machine and the presses I who has been spending a few days with
and other machinery were thoroughly her sister, Mrs. W. T. Bisbee, returned
wet down and put out of commission. to her home Monday.
The S. B. R. Club met at the home of
No considerable damage wan done to the
other occupant» of the building. The Mrs. E. G. Small Thursday afternoon.
carwas
The roll call was answered by approlaw library of Herrick A Park
ried out, and some of the books were priate quotations. A memorial service
was held for the late Mrs. Theresa F.
in
handling
slightly injured
The next issue of the Bethel News lirowu. tue vice-presinent, woo passea
uv iv April 2:id.
The next meeting will
was printed on the press of the Advertiser at Norway, and Mr. Bowler then be May 16th.
made arrangements with the Lewiston
Roy Pulsifer of Lynn, Mass., ie here
Sun to handle his papers until he could superintending the building of an apple
get his plant again in running order. house in hie orchard near Chas. Had ley's
With his characteristic energy he set to farm. Mr. Puleifer had the cellar dug
work to do this immediately, and he last fall and the lumber hauled, but was
will undoubtedly have it in commission obliged to suspend operations owing to
aud be getting out his own papers at the the early fall of snow. He already has
earliest possible moment. It's the way an orchard that pays him from Î300 to
£400 per year, and be has a fine lot of
he does things.
young trees that will soon come into
beariog. He intends to set out some
Payson Smith Appointed.
There have
Governor Cobb last week appointed more trees this spring.
been no brown-tail moth nests found in
Payson Smith, now superintendent of
schools in Auburn, state superintendent this vicinity.
of schools to succeed W. W. Stetson
Oxford.
when the latter'» resignation takes effect
Francis Holden, the oldest resident
JuneGOtb next.
the home of
Mr. Smith may almost be claimed as an here, died on April 23, at
Oxford County man, though only a few his grandson, Prank Walker, at the age
of 93 years. He leaves one son, Dr.
years a resident in it, as it was here
Holthat he had most of the experience as Eugene Holden, a brother, James
teacher aud superintendent which made den, a grandson and six great grandBis funeral was on Thursday,
him so eminently qualified for the children.
Kev. Mr. Newport officiating.
position of state superintendent that
Frost
has returned from her visit
Mrs.
his appointment meets with general
to Hartford, Conn., as far as Boston.
and earnest approval.
Mrs. Dawes has returned from Auburn.
Mr. Smith was born in Portland, and
Mr. Bewser will move into the M. E.
educa'ed in the Portlond public schools,
at YVestbrook Seminary and at Tufts parsonage.
Miss Stella Wilson baa been assigned
College, from which last named institution be has received the degree of A. M. the salutatory and Miss Belva Wilson
After teaching a while at Westbrook the valedictory at the graduating exerof the senior c'ass in the high
Seminary be went to Canton as principal cise*
of the high school there. Thence he school.
Y. P. C. T. U. elected the followThe
went to Ruraford Falls to accept the
position of superintendent of schools for ing officers:
President—Jeeele Ray.
the combined towns of Rumford and
Secretary—Ver* Paw.
Mexico. Prom that place a flattering
Cor. Sec.—Belva .Wilson.
offer tooX him to Auburn to take the
Treat —Guuele Wanlwell.
superintendency in that city.
foreof
the
one
as
North Paris.
He is recognized
most educators of New England, and his
D. P. Curtis of West Paris has bought
work has attracted much attention. He four cows and their calves of John Butis at an age to combine the originality ter field.
and enthusiasm of the young man with
C. C. Mason has sold his place to a
the experience of the long trained edu- Mr. Whitman of Greenwood, who has
cator, and may be expected to make a taken po3.seesion.
state superintendent whose services will
A. D. Andrews baa hired John Butterbe highly acceptable to the people of field to work for him this season.
the state.
Letter Beesey has sold hia bouse and
The
a part of his farm to A. J. Parker.
The May Court.
rest of the land he sold to Fred Hendrickson.
Τ il Κ BOAKD OF TRADE
RKCEITIOX BY
R. B. Ne vers was kicked by a horse

j

Tl'ESDAY EVENIJtO.

recently.

C. P. Dunham has bought the Frank
Brown place at West Sumner and will
move there soon.
Rev. D. B. Dow of Rochester, Ν. H.,
visited hi· parents, Mr. and Mrs. Β. K.
Dow, a few days last week.
Rachel, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. P. Dunham, died suddenly of

honor of the first term of the Supreme Judicial Court to be held at Rumford Falls, the Rumford Board of Trade
will give a reception to Hon. Henry C.
Peabodv, the justice presiding at the
term, on the evening of Tuesday, May
14, the first day of the term. The reception will be given at Cheney Opera
House, and invitations have been issued.
Venires for traverse jurors for the
term have been returned as follows:
in

spinal meningitis, May 2d.

North Albany.

Our school began Monday with Miss
Grace Gale as teacher.
Mr*. Martha Kimball baa returned
fronr Stark, Ν. H., and Is with ber

J. 8. Allen, Newry.
Jobu E. Akere, Amtover.
H. C Bacon, Woodstock.
Eugene 3. Bean. Bethel.
Fred R. Bradbury. BrownQeld.
KU C lemons, Hiram. (Excused.)
Jabe* W. Dunn. Hartford.
Κ red Ο Eat >n. Rumford.
K. Payson Urover. Bethel.
James F. Hobbs, Fryeburg. (Excused.)
Elton .S. Newton, Peru
Jerry H. Martin, Rumford.
W. J Merrill. Hebron.
Herbert L Mitchell. Roxdury
George W. Moore. Canton.
Horace A Murch, Buck li-H.
Walter E. Penley, Greenwood
I .eon A. Roberts, Hanover.
Sharon Robinson. Sumner.
Charles M. Russell, Dtxfleld
Nehemlaii Ε Sawyer. Porter.
Austin P. Stearns, Parte.
'rank Stearns, Waterfurd.
L. W. Thomas, Byron.
Ellsworth Tharer, Paris. (Excused )
Oxford.
Ε. E.
Μ Ε Tucker. Mex'co.
E.
Walker.
Norway.
Ueorge
Isaac Wardwell, Albany.
John \. Woodman, Norway. (Eirused.)

daughter Mary.
Mr.

Brownfield.

case, the news

have the right man under ar'
A lawyer once asserted that be
was the ablest member of bia bar. and
when challenged to prove It, he replied,
"It doesn't have to be proved; I admit
mit"

rest.

it"

they

j

îKtls™

JJJ
^mediate

■

PICTURE

are

poor

TAKING.

Knee Suits at $1.50 to $6.

Jtejens,

Youths' Suits at $5 up to $12.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

_

3 Stores,

the river before the rise in water which
Hersey of Flemington, N. J.
Mr. Frank Starbird of Norway was in nearly filled the banks of the Andros-

coggin.

Clinton Metoalf visited her
rooms
father, Mr. Seth Walker, last Sunday.
formerly oocupied by*ta>
Misses Mason and Boothby returned
dreesmaker shop, to Holland &
tour
a last Monday from an extended
a bakery. They propose to
tiret-claHS bakery, and cater for this through California, Washington state,
patronage, also of the outlying com- and the cities of interest in the west.
The Gould Academy and "ProfessionParsons left home Fri- als" played a game of base ball at Riverday to be absent several weeks visiting side Park Thursday and the score stood
3 to 1 in favor of the academy bovs.
friends in New Hampshire.
The Nezinscot History Club held a
Friday afternoon Mrs. J. G. Oehring
the gave an interesting and instructive talk
most enjoyable meeting on
30th ult., with Miss Prince, with Miss before the students of Gould Academy
Mrs.

P.

A.

SHVBTLEFF

*

{^7ATI Maine.

OO.

F.

A.

IHtnTLEFF

*

F. H. NOYES CO.

CO.

Tylei^for
eeta^lish

I

No trouble to show you

Tuesday,

upon her travels in Egypt, customs of
the people and the Mohammedan schools
she visited.
Hose company No. 2 gave a May ball
at Odeon Hall Friday evening. Stearns1
Orchestra of Norway furnished music.
The Hostel 1 Stock Co. are billed to
the hostess served delicious bome-made
candies (for which sbe is notedj and play in Bethel three evenings, beginning
fruit punch, in honor of Mrs. Conwt
May 6th.
Prof. Carl J. Tolman of South Paris
secretary of the club, who s
South Paris, Maine.
move out of town.
This session was the will give an organ recital at the Meth10th.
in
odist
church
curfifth hold with Miss Prince
Friday evening, May
Mexico.
rent year, and the members attending Proceeds to help pay for the new pipe
home
to
feel
much
at
have
come
organ.
The competitive supper and entertainment of the Congregationalist church ideal "club room" with its beautiful
""West Bethel.
of
vote
thanks
A
floral
decorations.
was
an
unexlast Wednesday evening
kindnesses
Hall, bounteous May, that doth Inspire
pected success. Much was anticipated, was given her for her "manywas
and
Mirth,
youth, and warm desire;
regret
but a house crowded to it* full capacity and sweetnesses." There
Woods and «roves are of thy dressing,
expressed that alteent members should
was unlooked for.
Hill and dale doth boast thy blessing.
Thus we salute thee with oar early song,
A supper had been provided. Food bo deprived of these delightful and helpAnd welcome thee, and wish thee long.
sufficient to feed any other crowd that ful meetings.
Milton.
has been fed by the church people and a
STKEAKKD MOUNTAIN.
large over-supply, it was supposed, bad
Charlie Maxim has bought a pair of "All the 'house cleaning horrors' are clearly for
been prepared, but so many were presinen;
white-faced oxen, and
ent and partook that the supply was lafe. handsome,
For women? the dears would be moping,
capable of doing ail the hard But for turning things all topsy-turvy, and then"
(2.12, t; 2.05 3-4, p.)
eaten bofore all were fed. Nearly 400
2.30 3-4.
For smoothing them down by 'soft-soaping.'
work that will be required of them.
persons were fed. Tables in the large
World's
donble-gaited Stallion,
champion
Mrs. Annette Maxim is in very poor
flowers?
would
from
the
church
seat
but
where
are
of
the
basement
May,
Sire of THE ABBOTT, 2.03J; SHADOW
25 io 2 30 list.
health this spring.
100 to 125 persons. Supper hours from
Edgar R. Briggs is visiting his sisters
Plaisted Whitman is teaching in No. and
CHIMES, 2 05; THE MONK, 2.06 3-4;
brother in South Paris and Norway.
5:30 to 7:30.
Mambrino
After supper the entertainment was
A. G. Bean of Hunt's Corner, Albany,
8 in 2 30 list.
FANTASY, 2.00, with 8 in the 2.10 list.
Whitman is teaching in the
made us a pleasant and social call Tuesgiven in the church auditorium, which Waldron District.
The entertainwas packed with people.
day.
,.
AMERICAN LAW carries the blood lines that have made Village Farm
Mayflowers are plentiful and beautiment consisted of vocal and instrumental
M. O'Reilly is not yet able to resume
famous.
his labors in the railway station.
music, reading and recitations.
wish to tell John that Herbert Irish
A man from Berlin, Ν. H. is re-shln- It will pay you to breed to the Stallion that has substance, beauty aiid speed and
Tbe Rumford Palls Boys' Band played
smart hen in town, for
selections during the supper hours, and has not the only
gling the roof of A. M. Stahl's large barn.
has the qualities of a rightful inheritance.
«
it was only a few months ago that one of
The ground is quite free from frost,
gave a fine eh* wing during tbe hours of
two eggs)
an
laid
"biddies"
my
The five-year-old
and farmers will soon be tilling the soil.
the entertainment.
season
with that laid by Mr. Irish s
elocutionist from Rumford Palls, Doro- identical
George W. Briggs has moved back
with the usual return privileges. Address
It was not quite so large, perhaps, from Gilead to his farm in
hen
Albany, and
thy Blanchard, rendered several pieces but
and both eggs were perso.
nearly
to
her
hearweek.
as
visit
last
manner
a
short
in such
made us
surprise
form and both hard-shelled, but
She is a wonderful little miss. fect in
It is reported that the village hotel,
ers.
Master
Richard the inner egg was nearly all
owned by A. M. Stahl of Berlin, Ν. H.,
Character songs by
w>sn
also
small.
I
is soon to be opened aa a boarding bouse.
Johnson won applause. He is a great the yolk being very
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
to say that his article on Ignorance voiclad.
Hastings Brothers' large drive of pulp
that
I
so
own'sentimente
ed
exactly
my
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Young, also of
wood from Mason has passed down
Eduadded it to my scrap-book.
Pleasant River, and is nearly all afloat in
Rumford, by their songs won much have
a hard thing to get
is
cated
Ignorance"
the Androscoggin.
favor and added greatly to the pleasure
meet it, and
with
wherever
you
along
of those who heard them.
Herbert Hobbs and family have movit in the wor d. Also
ed from "Birchmont Farm" in Fryeburg
The singing of the male quartet, there is plenty of
I wish to thank him for the bite of fine
Messrs. Johnson, Fisher, Holraan and
Academy Grant to this village, and occuthat he occasionally sends to the
Davis, was excellent, but that was only poetry
y one of the tenements in the "BeeThey seem to lift ones ive." Their children make a fine addiwhat we always expect from them. A Democrat.
mind to a higher plane.
ciKius was α repetisoio oy jure. c. α.
tion to the school.
Mrs. Eunice R. Roberts, daughter of
tion' of ber former efforts in pleasing
Bryant's κοηα.
in
heard
her
enwho
have
those
the late John F. Allen, of this village,
many
A meeting will be held at the Town
died in .North Bethel, April 28th, aged
tertainments, in church choir and at
Hall Tuesday, May 1Θ, at 2 P. μ ., for the 04
funerals. A violin solo by A. F. Wyraan.
years. The funeral was held Tuesday
a
club
or
of
society afternoon in the home of her brother,
organizing
accompanied by Master Robert, received purpcso
and
the
better
for
propaga- L. E. Allen, in this village. She leaves
protection
a hearty encore, and Mr. W. responded
fish and game in the towns of
with a little tune not fully in line with tion of
two brothers in Maine and two in MassaAll
and
Paris.
Greenwood
Woodstock,
in your
\ You want
Dr. Watts. Reading by Leon Small took
chusetts, and two grandchildren in
are cordially invited to attend.
interested
the house by storm ami brought out tbe
Gorham, Ν. H.
clothes : but you want them
York
of
New
Mr.
Myers
Adolpbus
remark that "Leon is a trump*' from
one of the editors of the Cosmopolto look well on you. You'll
Hebron.
many. F. A. Perkins rendered tbe City,
"Madman" (in costume). The speech of itan, arrived bore with his family
have
bedistrict
school·
Part
of
the
find our clothes will
and will stop five months at
on
"Spartacus" recited by Lewis A. Thursday
gan, but three have been
Echo.
at all
Camp
well
also
and
reyou the latest
Thomas, was
given
account of whooping cough. The teachThe ice left Bryant's Pond May 1.
ceived merited applause.
as follows:
are
the
lowest
at
ers
and
t'mes
price
George England was the first to launch
The entertainment was given by tbe
Academy District—Mrs. Henry Merrill.
in the pond this season, being the
for good goods. The spring
first division, that under Capt. W. L. a boat
No. 8—Platfteil Whitman.
launch he bought of I. A. Hall.
Nelson District—Mr·. Alice Whitman.
Wescott. It is to be followed by an en- naphtha
fabrics are very attractive.
Centre—MIm Kate Merrill.
J. Dwinell, of Milton Plantation, is to
tertainment and supper given by the
Solom—Mise Aim· Merrill.
move here and will occupy one of Mrs.
new colors include all
The
second division, under tbe captaincy of
Brighton Hill—Mis· Minerva Β ray.
rents.
Allien—Miss Lizzie Bearce.
new shades and combithe
Harry O. Davis. These divisions are Stephens'
the
Herbert C. Bacon is teaching
made up of all the men of the parish,
Mrs. Hockaday and two little girls are
nations of gray, so
chosen by tbe captains, as we used to Whitman School.
at Ralph Glover's.
door
on
the
are
banging
Maybaskets
choose sides for a game of "round ball."
Miss Daisy Cushman is spending her
this season, blues in
the
This kind of an entertainment and the kuobs and smelts are running up
week's vacation at A. M. Richardson's.
and
brooks.
weaves, and many
"modus operandi" is (at least here) a
Λ. J. Turner will go to Auburn in a
novel plan.
few days for a week or more where he
other effects in club checks
Tbe object sought is an increase of
A meeting will be held at the town has considerable work repairing clocks.
and stripes. All of our suits
finances for church purposes, and in- hall at Bryant's Pond Tuesday, May
Rev. Mr. Crane, state secretary of the
are tailored in the most satis·
cidentally social advantages. The divi- 14th, at 2 o'clock p. m., for the purpose Christian Endeavor, gave an interesting
into the of forming a society for the protection discourse Sunday morning and addressed
sion securing and turning
manner.
church treasury the largest sum of and propagation of fish and game in the the young people in the evening.
and
the
defeated
is
the
Circle
Ladies'
and
The
winner,
towns of Woodstock, Greenwood
supper Tuesday
money
division is to furninh free entertainment Paris. All are cordially invited.
evening was well attended.
to
Sack Suits
at a third gathering to be held, to the
This Thursday evening the pastor of
Hiram.
winners and others.
the First Baptist church, Portland, will
While moving a building from the
The oldest person in Hiram is Mrs. give a lecture before the students.
Darius Mitchell farm to his own Milo Susan B. Norton, widow of the late Mr.
Mitchell so crushed his left band as to Orrin Norton of Porter. She was 94
East Waterford.
cause the amputation of three fingers,
years old last nutumn. Although infirm
Teachers froiu Portland have been seremainder
of
the
the
and badly injured
physically, her mental faculties are well cured in Blackguard and Deer Hill
One Price
hand. He was driving a part of a twelve preserved. She resides with her son,
Districts.
horse team, bad the reins around his Mr. William G. Norton, who is 74 years
1907
Miss Hoffman taught a week at Temwrist, and being unable to get them off of age. He is a member of the G. A.
Hart Schaflmer tst Marx
Hill and was so homesick she returnin time had the hand drawn into a nar- R., having served in Co. K, 28d Maine ple
ed to her home. Mrs. Myra Patrick of
row space between the building and an Regiment.
Mr. Norton is still active
Harrison took her place.
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Thursday, Ernest Bean cut his leg
in time his left arm would have been
Mr. Elias Gould will be 93 years old with an
ax, and Friday Albert Bean sawcrushed.
on Memorial Day.
Both required stitches
ed his band.
Mrs. Charles W. Kennedy, who has taken
by a physician. They were workEast Sumner.
boarded several years at Mr. Albert F.
ing in Rolfe's mill.
Pomona Grange meets with Union Howard's, has been called to her former
Chauncey Ames has hired with Sidney
Grange at East Sumner on Wednesday, home in Cambridge, Mass., on business. □all for the summer.
Mr. Eugene Wadsworth is very ill.
May 8th.
Alton Ames has moved back to the
On this May Day morning we looked farm from Harrison.
Mrs. S. C. Heald visited at South Paris
a
that
snowdrift
the
70
out upon
a day or two last week.
big
Albert Bean's baby has been ill. Is a
Betbuel Cary, who has been in poor degrees of April 30 had failed to remove. little more comfortable at this writing.
hi·
R.
Edwiu
writer
and
does
The
seem
to
not
brothers,
health for some time,
L. M. Sanderson returns to Auburn
Wadsworth of South Hiram, Marshall L.
improve as could be hoped for.
Friday after a week at his farm.
of
and
Jonas
B.
on
Wadsworth
will
this
Monat
School
Greeley, Col.,
place
begin
Spring of South Hiram, are the only surday, May 6th.
Denmark.
A teacher, whose name we have not vivors of a very pleasant picnic on Bill
About
in
feet
Mountain
to
Merrill
twenty
town
of
Hollis
couples attended the
from
the
comes
Hiram,
(1730
beard,
on May 1, 1847.
of the summer term. Teachtake
May bail at Odd Fellows' Hall WednesAllen presiding and the hostess as
lesson leader. The club is studying
one of the Bay View reading courses
and the subject for the afternoon was
the later Elizabethan literature,—Bacon,
Milton and minor poets. At the close
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day evening.
The eighty-eighth anniversary of Odd
W. Leslie Hart bas gone to Portland Fellowship was observed by Denmark
to attend an auto echool.
ix>dge, No. 50, I. Ο. O. F., Sunday, the
Alden Karnham haw been on a business 28th of April, by attending church and
listening to a fine address by Rev. A. C.
trip to his old home at Canaan, Vt.
Frank Spaulding and wife, who have Boyed. The church was filled to overbeen at work at the hotel since last fall, flowing and many congratulations were
have gone to their home.
given Mr. Boyed for his fine address.
Mr. Willard McKusick has returned
from the hospital at Portland and seems
to be gaining in health.
Heavy frosta are reported inthisaectiou the last few nights of April and

The A. R.

Ε

May.

East Bethel.
May basket raoketa have commenced.
Mr. F. B. Howe visited Portland A pril,

{

I

29th.
Mrs. F. A. Frost visited her home here
last week.
Mrs. S. E. Rich and Robbie Rich of
Berlin, Ν. H., visited relatives here last i

week.
North Buckfleld.
Mr. Carl Swan is running tbe boat at
Mrs. Mary Brock, who lived with ber
Mr. Marshall Babb finished work at
Hanover ferry, 'which he has hired for j
East Pern at the birch mill last Satur· daughter, Mrs. Calvin Keene, died April
tbe season.
30th, aged 90 yean.
day.
Mr. Nelson Mann visited friends hero
Mr. Merle Stnrtevant returned to
Mr. Daniel Conant is carrying the
I
last week.
scholars from East Peru to Peru Centre. Orono Monday, after making a short
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Austin have moved
moved to visit in this
and
Peru.

place.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Norway, Malno.

Ol Main St.·

The Bass Shoe
which we have just placed in our
stock is a greati addition to our line
and is one of the most serviceable
shoes made. Good leather and good

workmanship are the two causes that
have produced this wonderful shoe.
THE TAN WATERPROOF, CALF, BALMORAL, BELLOWS TONGUE, 10 INCH
HIGH, 1-3 DOUBLE SOLE, HAND NAILThis is

ED.

a

Is

shoe made to stand water.

strong and servicable.

$4.50.

Price

THE RUSSETT GRAIN BLUCHER. JUST
THE BOOT F0R HEAVY, HARD USAGE.

Price $3.00.

We have other styles but mention
only these two styles. Try a pair
and you will wear no other make.
F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106*3.

Sale

for the

summer.

Our stock of suits costing from $1.98 to $30.00, Coats from
$5.ro up, Wrappers, Hosiery, Table Linens, &c., &c., was never

so large and well assorted.
dry goods line call and see

When in need of
Yours

anything

in the

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

May 1,1926.
IF YOU AREGOING TO PAINT
DENISON & FARNSWORTH,
Due

Wilson 'sMilis.

$1.75.

wood handle for

and

wagon umbrellas with

$20.

Maine.

Norway,

Co.'s drive was started
S.Bennett takes charge;
A. M. Carter, clerk; Tom Bennett, cook.
Sam McKenny has finished work on
the Bean place for E. S. Bennett.
Fred Shaw is at work for C. I. Wilson.
Mrs. Β. N. Wilson is on the sick list.
Azel Wilson is cooking for a crew at
the Durkee place.
Percy Ripley and A1 Hart have been
repairing Aziscoos dam.
The fields are still partly covered with
"beautiful snow" In this locality and
not much danger of fire.

straight

cheaper

I also have the

On the above dates we shall
offer our entire large stock of
muslin night robes and skirts
for 90 cents on the dollar. This
is a fine opportunity to fit yourselves out- in these garments

Clothier,

Thursday.

$5.00.

jointed
$3.50, $4.00

I have three grades,

APRIL 26, 27 and 29, '07.

H. B. Foster,

and
to obtain all tbat are needed. Two or
three more are now required in town.
Business continues lively at tbe mill
yards and the stream for a long distance
is filled with pine logs put in by Mr.
Foster of Buokfleld.
Ben Bisbee has quite a crew working
day and night at his mill.
Ralph L. Hodgdon has so far improved
as to again be on the road with his peddler's cart.
Tour reporter from this place has
been drawn as juror for the May term of
court at Rumford Falls.
Quite a goodly number from Buckfield visited the grange at this place on
Saturday, the 27th inat.
Frogs have come with their sweet
musical cadences, and soon we expect to
hear the toot of tbat incarnate fiend
called the auto.

seat.

umbrellas that
iron standard

popular
plain

factory

$5
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back of the
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some difficulty has been experienced
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Irving Linaoott,

The Widow Jones, Samson and
Little Qiant Brands

Eastman Kodak Co.'s

to their new home in Hanover village.
Mrs. Emily Bicknell is very feeble.
Mr. Ezra Chamberlain has moved his
his farm Mrs. Hardy from the lower village is
Mr. Thomas Stillman
farms.
I family to tbe Mellen Kenneston farm
Rev. Dr. Tarr gave a very interesting to Mr. I. C. Kidder.
caring for her.
which he has hired for a year.
Mrs. Washington Heald has a new, here,
Messrs. Stillman and Kidder had an
memorial addreaa April 28, in Odd FelMr. N. F. Swan has returned home;
low·' Hall to Pequawket Lodge, No. 46, auction last Thursday. Mr. Stillman ; Chickering piano.
i
from Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Melissa Creasey, who baa been j
will hire rent of Mr. Knight.
I. Ο. O. F.
Died, April 28, Mrs. Lydia Chase
Mr. C. H. Kidder has been on the sick boarding with Mrs. Celia Dunham, has
ia sick with
Master Carl Jobnaon
Charles
late
of
the
widow
Bryone to Buckfield to board at Stanley : Bryant,
list.
appendicitis.
ant, aged 69 years. Funeral services
ienson's.
Mr. McPhee's family have the cankerHouse cleaning seems to be the latest
were held at the Locke's Mills church
I Mountain Grange expects State Master
rash.
fad in thi· village.
the 80th, Rev. A. K. Bryant officiating.
Miss Dora Hazelton is at Rumford Gardner and R. D. Leavitt to meet with
M las Klleo Hill la working for Mrs.
Interment in Looke'a Mills cemetery.
them May 4th.
health. Vails al work for Mr. Day.
who la la
er·

dispatches report that the officers "ad-

^0.™*

Mr. Williamson
tamily
quite settled und fannweek.
commencing to work on their Rumford the first of thehas
sold

The ground is

Here sad There.
criminal

Newry

Abner Kimball finished work for I. S.
Merrill of Bethel, and is now doing hi·
work at home.
Lealie Kimball Bold one pair of hi·
horse·.
Miss Ina Good had a birthday party
laat Saturday evening; for various reason· there was but a small attendance.
Mrs. Villa Allen of Norway ie visiting
her parenta, Mr. and Mr·. F. H. Bennett.
It begins to look very springlike and
snow mostly gone.

Twttehëut

In a recent

Will White returned to

Monday.

Saturday evening, April 27th, the
alarm of fir· brought oat th· citizens of
tbe
Wednesday evening, May 1.
oar
is baa te and Cole Block | I AM NOW IN MY
of Mr. and Mr·. A.
7«_n wouldTillage
bave been eotirely destroyed had
their danehter, MU· G. Lonl·*
Walter ΪΓ Bicker were joined inmar- the fire sot tea miaatee mora headway
MZW STUDIO ON DECRINQ STREET
Both hose
riaire by Rev. W. D. Athearn, partor of before being discovered.
nrch. The wedding
ootnponies did efficient work and alA. FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.
though the fire worked Its way betweeo
quiet affair, and only the
Whtob baa bean flttad up and enlarged so aa to be more attractive and oonfamille· were preeent Mr. ^dMr·. the walls it was soon controlled. aland More
During the past few weeks we have been telling you
Richer are among onr moet popular though for a short tiaie it looked die- renieot for customers, and which enables me to do Better Work*,
the
rooms over and see samples of
the
our Men's Clothing, now we. want to interest
ibout
young people and they ,t*rt.ou.t-ln l'te couraging. The Savings and National Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the
and
Banks, Herrlok Λ Park's office, Mr. Ed- latest Styles in Photos. Along with ray regular work, I do Developing
with the good wlehe· of * ho,t ®f '
for
Suits.
Room
new
their
Dark
of
Use
Free
it
it
be.
and
do
as
sbodld
:
for
and
concerning
come
ward King, jeweler
Boys
amateurs,
Mr. Richer has recently
fancy goods, finishing
ooMeesion of the barber «hop and good and the News and Citizen printing office l hose who wish to do their own work.
What we have said about the good quality, style and
while
Odeon
the
lower
hw
a
and
floor,
of
W.
will
H.
already
occupied
Conant,
Mo.
reasonable prices of OUR MEN'S CLOTHING applies
w. Ii. MHIHH XXjIj, Norway,
eood bueinees. The newly married pair Hall, the telephone office and selectmen's office were on the second floor.
will ko on their bridal tour later.
squally as well to OUR BOYS' SUITS.
The fine plant with new presses, which
Mr George H. Her.ey of
We are just as careful in our selections, buying only
Fiemington^
but formerly of Buokfleld, ha· have recently been installed in the print·
Ν J
Α. β HVBTLEFF *> OO.
». A. 1HTBTLEFF * CO.
decided to move hie Iron foundryplant ing office, was much damaged, but Mr.
the best of the leading makes.
to this tillage, and has already secured B. C. Bowler with his usual energy and
» lot of land near the depot for hi, plant pluck sent out α reduoed copy of the
Time to think of
He has also secured a lease of the News, the printing being dono in the
Methodist parsonage, recently
Norway Advertiser offioe. Mr. Bowler
jacated
by the pastor, for the acoommodaUonof and Mr. King suffered loss of stock, the
his family for the present. Mr. Hersey bank owning the building. The claim
manufactures the Hersey Heater for agents have been here and soon the parin knee suits.
ties hope to gather up the broken
η tea m or hot water, which already has a
Come to us for your supplies.
You will find a complete line of
are included in our assortment of ages from 3 to 17 years,
large sale. A. E. Cole is agent for the threads of work and go on. Much symYouths' suits, 14 to 19 years.
Heater, and has already installed one in pathy has been expressed and also the
whole community feel very thankful it
hin home on High Street.
Mr. Hampden Allen and his house- was no worse, for if it had been a total
keener Mrs. Shillings, rode by team to destruction the loss would have been
CAMERAS, FILMS, PAPERS, PLATES, POST CARDS,
Greene last Sabbath to attend the funeral orlppllng to many interests of our vilSome trousers with knickerbocker bottoms and some with plain bottoms.
οf lage.
DEVELOPING MATERIALS, LANTERNS, TRIPODS, and
of their niece, Miss Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Hazelton are
Lewiston, which occurred Monday. The
everything needed for PICTURE TAKING and PICTURE
deceased had spent part ofthewintern receiving congratulations upon the birth
MAKING.
the Allen homestead, hoping to regain of a little daughter.
Mr. Long baa sold his house on Church
her health, but her disease, 00°8U,?Pto
Mr.
of
Street
tion. bad already proceeded too tar.
Bragg Upton.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
FURNISHINGS, HATS, CAPS, JERSEYS, BELTS that will surely
Mrs. Samuel
Hawley of Mechanic
Mies Hazel was a beautiful young lady
Mr.
her
has
been
Palls
brother,
of eighteen years.
visiting
please the boy.
W. William P. Kendall.
On Wednesday, May 1, Rev. A w
Mrs. J. C. Billings is ill at her home
Pottle and wife commenced housekeeping
Can We Not Have Your Patronage?
in their new home, and on the same day on Mechanic Street.
Mr. Pred Edwards got his logs all into
leased the parsonage to Mr. George H.

served.
town Friday morning.
Mrs. P. L. Wyman has made 400 MayR. C. Thomes has leased his

was
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Is Pure Paint.
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N. Dayton Bolster &, Go.,
80 MARKBT

SQUARD,
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No.
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49 69
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Linseed Oil

Turpentine
Water

Fluid Portion
and Drier
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#™
2,10

100·0α

100.00

This analyst· waa made of paint bought in open market by the North Dakota
Sovernmeni Experiment Station and la absoultely disinterested.
Proving conclu*

ilvely the Purity

of TOWN AND COUNTRY PAINT.—It la The Beat.

Win. C. Leavitt Co.,
Norway, Maine.

I^Thi· Analyala and that

of other kind· can be seen at our store

anytime.
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Open trolley can.
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John's tetter.

NOBWAY.

Household Goods for Sale.

TO LET.

I tent a load of nioe, clean maph
Guy W. Farrar was at horn· froi a
Five-room tenement, No. 7 MyrBowdoin College over Sunday.
wood to nome poor family right arounc
Ice went out of Lake ΡβοοβίΜβνίΜβι
tle Street.
or elaewhere.
Merry
Tbej
Boy
meeting
of
on
the
last
Sunday April.
?* Ρβη,β» ot Green woo must excuse me for not sawing it stov< Hon. E. S.
A O.WHEELER,
W^r
cu! 1 β* 1 on
Kllborn waa in town thii
frienda here Wednesday.
length—didn't know the sixe of the tire week calling on hi· frienda. He is mucl
Citizens' Telephone, South Paris,
"'*· S· C. Heald of East Sumner ia th β box. Fearing that they might be short
i< (
pleased with his trip weat and aoutl
May 6, 1907.
of saw-horses I sent one after the wood, from
gueat of her siater, Mrs. Albert D. Park
which he has juat returned aftei
Two steel wedges will be found in on<
an abaence of about four montha.
W. H. Doten went to tlie hospital a
but
The annual meeting, of the board 01
Lewiatou Saturday for treatment for at stick—would have sent the sledge,
it was top-heavy and wouldn't swim
of the Norway Public
management
pendicitu.
Will pasture about six cuws. On mj
However, one can be borrowed of s Library held Saturday morning afc tbi
Rehearsal for the old folks' concert a t neighbor, no doubt. The Lord loveth ι
assessors' office waa called to order bj old farm, in Paria. Shall aell the stand
the 51. E. church, this Monday evenim
cheerful
ζ cheerful giver. We weren't
President B. S. Rideout. The electioi ing grass on the farm later.
at 7:30 o'clock.
and claim nothing—were overpersuaded of officera resulted aa follows:
CHARLES EDWARDS.
the
of
Nezinscot
the
blandishments
1»-» |
South Paris, May G.
Mr. aud Mrs. Roy H. Curtis of Au by
President—R»v. R. 8. Rideout.
I was told of a man in an adjoining
8.
Sanborn.
Vice-President—D.
»usta have been visiting hi· relative 1
town who would do nothing to hindei
Secretary—Mom· P. Stiles.
850 APPLES TREES.
here for a few

Pasture To Let.

Stoves, refrigerator, bed lounge,
chamber set, carpets, mirrors, &c.,
&c. All my good» must be sold, as
I

am

going away.

JOHN CAVERLY,
High St., South Paris.

18-19

Desirable Residence for Sale.

Spring Footwear
FOR

Ladies and Gents
In

Capt

Bals and Oxfords in

Bluchers,
—

heavier

ALSO

Apply

Frothingham,

South Paris.

For Sale

sixty
buildings

good

Right Breathing Cures

possible,

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.

LADIES' UNION SUITS, low Deck, sleeveless and lace trimmed; high neck,
abort sleeves, cloee knee; high neck, long aleeve, ankle length,
Lisle 11.00, Cotton 50c.

LADIES' VESTS in gauze, lisle and odtton, high neck, short sleeves; low neck,
50c., 37 l-2c., 25c.
....
short sleeves; low neck, sleeveless,
....
50c., 25c.
LADIES' PANTS in light weight, lace trimmed,

LADIES' VESTS In flne and fancy ribbed, lace trimmed, several styles,
10c., 12 l-2c., 15c.

CHILDREN'S VESTS AND PANTS in Jersey ribbed and flne cotton.
12 l-2c., 15c., 20c., 25c.

HOSIERY

lace boot,
LADIES' HOSE in black liele with lace boot; Hale lace; Hale thread,
silk embroidered; lisle thread, drop stitch, embroidered; gauze Hale, lace
50c.
clock and plain gauze Hale.
HOSE in tan lisle lace; gauze lisle lace clock; Hale, embroidered, 50c.

LADIES'

LADIES' HOSE in fancy cotton, ailk embroidered; plain gauze lisle; plain cotton
25c.
and drop stitch,
and
lisle
lace
plain, 25c., 15c.
LADIES' FOSE in white and tan of lisle lace, 50c.,
LADIES' HOSE in

HOUSE,

Saturday, May 11.

an«i

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

The Jollities

j

Quincy

He,

Bankrupt's

j

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Iks Klad Yoh Have Always Bought

"**

? S

"5

SALE!!

At Auction.

English Toy Shop.
uproarious laughter

J

Norway, Maine.

Cummings' Livery Stock

John

j

12 l-2c., 15c., 25c.

THOMAS SMILEY,

Company,

J. M.

Sawyer.

Tan,

INFANTS' HOSE in black, 10c., 12 l-2c., 15c., 25c. Blue, white and pink, ailk
25c.
lustre, 25c. White, pink and blue aocka, in plain and lace,

AUCTION

Toy Makers)

The

ν

12 l-2c., 15c.

Drop
larjre and fine ribbed, 10c., 12 1 2c., 15c., 25c.
CHILDREN'S HOSE
25c.
atitcb, 15c., 25c., 37 l-2c. White in plain and lace, 25c. Plain tan, 15c.,
Drop atitch, 25c.

Block, Norway,

Opera

plain black, 10c.,
id

$1.25

OPERA

thereby saving a profit for us and one for you.

UNDERWEAR

Trunks, Bags,

W. 0.

centrally
JAMES

We carry the Berkshire brand which leads all others and which
has made our Hosiery and Underwear tales larger each
us to buy
year, also the increase of stores permits

all leathers.

Suit Cases.
The
H. N. Bolster homeher birthHelen Barnes observes
stead situated in South Paris village,
this
evening
Monday
a
day with party
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
Β. Hannaford of Kumford
Kev G
and all modern equipments attached,
A. Morton'*
"a* a guest at Harry
F.
Smith.
day·.
Treasurer—Κ.
Fall*
the spread of the brown-tails—claimed
Young, beginning to bear, will soon be eart a two story house, ell and stable,
Executive Committee—Ε. F. Smith, Harry F
tnue last w«k.
short
a
borderi
for
R. N. Halt has been confined to th it was a got-iip-scheme to create new Green leaf and William C. Leavltt.
ing $10uo a year, 70 acres, western If alne,
South Paris.
to
located.
Carl Mason played house by illness the
Committee—W. P. Jones, Mertot lake; keep 10 cow·, woo<1, timber, 8-room bouse
paat week, and L ! offices for the politicians. Some'"are L.Purchasing
Carl S Brigue ami
stable, bain, poultry house for ISO bens; to set
Adm.
S.
and B. F. Bradbury.
Kimball
the
WRIGHT,
for
born
and
some
have
May
orchestra
stili
thrust
unable to go out.
Idiots,
idiocy
lie estate, 6 cows Included If taken at once, foi
«,ch a Berlin
James Danfortb is shingling bis build- $1800, part cash, easy terms; travelling Instruc
and Gorham, X. H.,
Farm Wanted.
upon them. This must have been an
ball* at both Berlin
Daniel C. Swift broke a bone in hii 1
on Main Street, the C. H. Haakell lions see No. 10,378, page 6, of "Strout's List No
hard
and
to
cure.
ings
original
In
18". (500 other farms described In ten 8tates)
last week.
wrist a few days since by being throwi
acres
I want a farm of about
Charles Harlow is canvassing Buck- place.
Copy mailed free. E. A. ST ROUT, 335 Watei
was at Bowdoinbain
from a load of lumber.
The house and land belonging to the of
Κ
Kev J H. IJttle
Poetmaater Akers has caused repairs St., Augusta, He.
field with religious literature. I had of
with
soil,
good
to attend the funeral of Capt.
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
Wednesdav
Rev. Thomas V. Kewley was called t< him a book on the "Object Lessons of to be made in the post office this week.
with as large
modern
a former parishioner of
improvements,
has
in
center
of
the
situated
the
village,
James Sampson,
Wintbrop to attend the funeral of i > Christ". A well written and well print- M. M. Fuller was the carpenter in charge.
and not over
Catarrh. two apartments of seven and eight rooms, orchard as
W. P. Marston has been commissioned
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(4,) 2:28 1-2.

BLACK COLT. THOTTER. FOALED JUNE 25, 1902. BRED BY C. J.
and HARRY HAMLIN', EAST AURORA, Ν. Y.
Direct 24113
Itovirl 2:05 1-2. Sire of
Directly 2:03 1-4; Direct
Hal2.O4 1-4; Itonnle Direct
2 «5 1-4 and 51 other».
Kceele Hal
Dam of Direct Hal 2 :o4 3 4.

f Direct Hal
I
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!

}

Record 2:04 M. Wlnn«rof
13 race* and over #i%000
In one year. Hold* (with
world'»
Prince Direct)
team
record,

yartng
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Including The
t
2w8 1-4; Shadow Chime*
I
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I Toilet
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I

u

(.The Countee*

Dam of Chlmeebrlno
2.-28 12.

Β^ιϊ"
tûÎoSî^11·'

S^uWh Loy.l^

Friday, Hay ioth.

Out of the dam of Chimesbrino

Weighs 1200 lbs.

Sired by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.
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Keystone and Crescent.
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Ajootl
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Pillsbury's, Wàshburn
& Crosby's Gold Medal,

photog-
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Terms Cash,

Sold Private.

(4)

Director 1W».
hire of W; dam* of 41.
Kchora (great brood mare)
by Kcho 462.
Tom Hal, Jr., 16934.
Sire of Id; dam* of 17.
Dau. of i'rlnce l'ula*kl.
Mambrlno Patches Ki
sire of 23; ilaui* of 132.
Relie Thornton.

Almont, Jr. 1829.
Sire of 47 ; dam* of 5W.
Mermaid (Urandam of 3)
Dictator 113.

by

4th dam La ly Kctchum

by Imp. 0*lru*.
Dam of La Oecatetta 2:29 3-4.
3th dam Madam Loonier
by Warrior.
Dam of Dick Loomer 2 012 1-2, «Ire of Klaetlc Starch 2; 24.

The C4MMteas, dam of Chiineabrino (4), 2:28 1-2, is out of Toilet, dim of Geyser
Boy, 2:20 1-4, and Residuary Legatee, 2:31 1-2. Her dam, Mermaid, own «inter
to La OsoaletU, 2:29 3-4, and grandam of Lucretia, 2:20, and Blaine, 2:27.

Direct Halt 2:04 1-4, ion of Direct, 2.Ό5 1-2 (sire of Directly, 2:03 14; Direct H il,
2.Ό4 1-4; Bonnie Direct (4), 2:05 1-4; Prince Direct, 2:07, and four others in
2:10, etc.); dam Bee&ie Hal (grandam of Hal Chaflin, 2:05 1 4,) by Tom Hal,
«
Jr., 16934.

Mambrino King, 1279, Hire of Lady of the Manor, 2:04 1-4; Loid Derby, 2:05 3 4;
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3 4; Nightingale, 2:08; Mocking Boy, 2:08 1-2; King Charles,
2:08 1-2; Dare Devil, 2:09; M>>onston«. 2:09, and 02 other*; and the dams of
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk. 2.Ό5 3-4; Shadow Chime», 2:05; Council
Chimes, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Ch'mc*, 2Λ7 1 2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4; E<i Kaston,
2:09 3-4; Jersey Mac, 2.Ό9 3-4; The Queen, 2:10 1 4; King Chimes, 2:10 3 4, etc.
Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., eon of of Direct Hal, the gretest race-horse
in the grand circuit of 1903.

Terms

$25

to
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Thia mena ie simply » guide end can
be varied in numerous ways to suit tbe
obild i· well wrapped
taste of the bostess. There are many
up, isn't be? The ground ont tbert look·
very elaborate recipes suitable for such a
damp. Did be bring hi· robbers witn
tea, but they require so much time for
their preparation that 1 have chosen a
Q.-I don't think the child i·
more simple menu as easier for the
about rubbers just now.
bothering
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who
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young housekeeper
Ia
Mr·. Q.—O. there they come.
an
one.
or
at
best
maid,
inexperienced
William with them?

h*ier.C°Q^-Th·

No. 84.—Word Making.
Add Investigation to competency
get liable to suspicion.
Add from that place to forward
get from that time.
Add a human being to to proceed
get a green mnskmelou pickled.

hlMr.

VEAL

No. 85.—Hardware Puzzle.

"

Λ

SOUFFLE.

tablespoonful
tablespoonful of flour, one
milk or stock, half a tea-

Into a saucepan put one

DR. TIME'S ELIXIR

of butter, one
cupful of hot
spoonful of salt and a very little pepper.
roast veal,
Add one cupful of cold
chopped, and a quarter of a cupful of
Cook until woll
stale bread orumbx.
blended, which will require only a few
moments.
Remove from the fire and
;uid the yolks of two eggs, beaten light.
Β'at the whites ver ν stiffly and fold
them in. Put into a buttered pudding
disli or mold, set in a pan of bot water
aud bake thirty minutes in a moderate
oven.
Serre hot.
If there is no cold veal at band, a good
substitute can be made with chicken
ρ vtties.

As a
tonic, la all complaints of the stomach, lirer or
bowels, especially constipation. Dr. True s Elixir stands without an eqnal; it
is a pure vegetable compound with a wonderfully successful record since 1831.
Adults as well as ekildrea are troubled with wori·*. The symptom·
are
Indigestion. with a variable appetite ; foul tongue, offensive breath,
hard and full belly, with occasional griping* aad pains about the aaral;
eyes heavy and dull, itching of the nose, short, dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth, starting during sleep ; slow fever, and often in children, convulsion»
and bed wetting.
»
Λ few dose· ofDr. True·» Elixir will expel the worms if theee are any tf not it set·
•s a gentle laxative tante, clearing the srnwiaoti ami bowels at all waste matter, leaving
three organs sweet and clean—U increase· the appetite, causing pure life-ginn* blood to
flow through the body, tbns Invigorating the whole system with rugged, robust IWM
If taken p»i{Til*r!y It will prevent coneh*. colds fever· u>1 worm·.
Moid by OragyMS.ac.iOc, $1.00. Writ· for booklet, Children aad IWr DmamJ*
Dft. 4. P. TKUC * CO., Auburn, M·.
reliable family
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SHUBTLEFF, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for probate thereof and the
appointment of Walter L. bray as administrator
with the will annexed presented by Willie K.
Shurt off. son and lielr.

the

p»st few

Tear*.

It wou.il

spread

seem an

as

H hie In

though

we

nation of cripples.
long
The terrible •lestructlveness of this disease le
apparent on every side of us. Almost nine out
would belore

HIRAM O. HUXEORD, late of Norway, deceased ; wll! and |>etlilon for urobate thereof
presented by Adelaide M. Huxford, the execu
trix therein named.

become

a

cripples one meets had their afflic(low many
tion brought on by Rheumatism.
STRPHEN (JABOT, late of Brookllne, In the thousands more there are Uiat arc
hopelessly
mwealth of
deceased,

Comm
copy of will and

Massachusetts,

of teu of the

Rheumapetition for prolate thereof bcd-rldden and whom we never see.
presented by Philip Cabot, oue of the executors tism, from the very nature of the disease, can
therein named.
never cure Itself and If neglected Is bound to
MARY W. SESSIONS of Rumford; petition grow worse rather than better. If you ever have
that her name be changed to Mary W
Abbott,
any twinges of Rheumatism go to your druggist
presented by said Mary W. Sessions.
auJ get a bottle of Urlc-O, the wonderful new
WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford. de- Rheumatism
It will cure yiu and It Is
Specific
ceased llrst account presented for allowance by
the only treatmeut lu the world that will cute
(jeorgc L Wilder, administrator.
and thoroughly. Urlc-O cures
SA Ν FORD H. WALCOTT, late of Norway, you permaueutly
deceased ; llrst aad tlual account presented for l>y Its direct nctlon on the muscles, blood and
allowance by John C. Plllsbury. adiulnlstrator. ki Iney*. It seeks out the poisonous Uric and
AM Κ I.I A J. MONK, lateof Hebron, deceased ; Rheumatic Acid ami drives it from the system
llrst account preseot·?»! for allowance by Sylva- and it Is only a trratmcnt of such a nature that
nus M. Beau, administrator.
Liniments and
will ever cure Rheumatism.

!

NELLIE I. SPOFKORD of Parts, ward, tiret
account presented for allowance by Edwin I.
Spoffonl, guardian.
ZENAà W. HALL, late of Mexico, deceased;
petltlou for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Llnnlc M llall, administratrix.

plasters only serve to drive It from one spot to
They never cure Rhvumatlsm, because
U Is primarily a blood disease, and until the
blood la cleared from the poison, a cure caunot
j tike place.

ADDISON E. HERR1CK. Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

:

another.

There

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testameut of
SAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Rumford.
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
boads as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
deslrei 1 to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
April 16th. 19tf!.

I

I'rlc-O could not cure
taking It. You can test Urlc-O free of cbarg

South Paris

i'arls aud West

The subscriber herebv gives notice that she
has been duly appointe· I executrix of the last
will and testament of
HIRAM D. MERRILL, late of Hebron.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
April 16th. 1907

Mica Axle Grease
lengthens
wagon

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
baa been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
MARY E. BALLARD, late of Fryeburg,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desire» 1 to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are request»! to make payment Immediately.
DEAN A. BALLARD.
April 16th, 1907.

'forms]

pay-nent Immediately
GEO KG Ε W. TAYLOR.
April 16th, 1807.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
HARRIET R. BIRD, late of Paris.
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
baring demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same (or settle
ment, and aU Indebted thereto aie requested to
make payment Immediately.
JULIA E. Ml LLETT.
April 16th, 1907.

If you want jour outfit

to last and earn money

lasts—grease

Axle Grease.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
HBNRY GARY. late of Parts,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonds as tbe law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to preeent tbe same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately
MELLKN EAS MAN.
April l«h. 1907.

NOTICE.

Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
wtU and testament of
BLLBN M. BLAKE, late of Paris.
la tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonds as tbe law directs.
demands against tbe estate of said deceased
are desired to preeent tbe same for settlement,
and aU Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
April letb, 1907.

JAMBS H. BLAKE.

NOTICE.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives nodes that she
baa been duly appointed administratrix of tbe
ROBBRT W. β RAY, late of Boston. Mass..
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
AU persons baring demands against tbe estate
of said ÛÛMÛ are tared to preeent the tune
tor isttlsm—t. and aU Indebted thereto are re-

April 1Mb, MOT.

îsïïtw

Walter L. «ray, Agent

Specialist

consultation.

~K

Tel. 18-4.

LOW PRICE

The E. A Strout Farm

"Largest

Rock.

RAYMOND L.

ATWOOD,

Paris, Maine.

have been welcomed—

we

talks, it is

have

'pointed

.previous
pass judg-

out in

not our business to

the crusade of these wellknown,
highly-respected publications.
The public alone must be the judge and
jury. Our business, as we see it, is to
carry in stock a complete line of patent
medicines, and to sell those medicines at
the lowest possible price.
We sell hundreds—ves, thousands of
bottles of so-called "catarrh cures," and
know nothing of their ingredients. The
manufacturers advertise them, the public
demands them; we order them from the
manufacturers," and sell them at the lowest price. That is absolutely as far as
The manufacturer
our knowledge goes.
be
keeps his formula a secret. It mayand
not—we don't know,
or it
ment

on

good,
we

have

may

of finding out.
would rather sell

no means

Naturally,

we

a

rem-

that we know is right—that we can
back up with all our reputation for honesty and square-dealing.
And wouldn't you rather buy that kind
of a remedy? Wouldn't you rather hold
us
responsible than to hold no one

edy

responsible?

We

are

right here, rij;ht

where you can get at us every day in the
week, right where one false move on our
part will bring upon us your condomnation, the loss of your friendship, your
patronage, your influence. Can we afford
to tell you anything that you will learn
later is not absolutely true?
Are you not safer in taking our word
for the merits of an article, than you are
to rely on the printed statement of a patent medicine manufacturer, whom vou
never evcei saw and probably never will?
Common sense most emphatically tells
you that we cannot afford to depart one
hair's breadth from the rigid truth.
Xone of us can deny that there is such
Those
disease known as "catarrh."
a
who have it, or who have had it. know
that it is one of the hardest diseases to
cure.

Perhaps the worst thing about catarrh
Almost everyone—
its prevalence.
especially in a climate like ours has
is

catarrh in some form or another. That is
what has made the "catarrh cure" busiThere are so many
ness so profitable.
thousands of cases of the disease and it is
so hard to cure, that the patent medicine
manufacturers have reaped a harvest in
preparing remedies that appeal to tin's
large class of sufferers.
One of the most serious things about
catarrh is that it breaks down the system. so that the sufferer becomes a prey
This fact has led the
to other diseases.
proprietors of so many "catarrh cures"
to advertise their remedies as a specific
for almost every disease under the sun.
We have OXE catarrh cure that we
are

willing

to

say to you: "We know

this is all right. Take it home and use it
with the full assurance that if it does not
cure you, you can bring it back to us
and we will promptly refund your
money." That catarrh cure is

Agency.

LUWCS

Dr. King's

MUCU-TONE

^OLDS

TKere ÎS no guess work with us on Rexall
Mucu-Tone. We know what it is made of.
Not only do wc know, but we will give yon a
copy of the formula.
There is no secret about any Rexall remedy
—we make them—one thousand of us leading
codruggists all over America—in our great We
operative laboratories at Boston, inMass. and
them,
own the laboratories, and everything
as our comwe operate them just as skillfully
bined brains and money will let us, and just as
honestly as honest men know how.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

j

Th·

Mouldings s,J.

Sarsaparilla.

Gentian is recognized in medicine as one of the
greatest tonics ever discovered. It is the foundation on which Mucu-Tone is built. Gentian combines in high degree the tonic powers of all the
known "bitters," with none of the disadvantages
applying to them.
Cubebs have long been recognized as a specific in the treatment of all catarrhal conditions.
Its action is prompt and its benefits almost invariable. In whatever part of the body the inflamed
or diseased condition of the mucous membrane
exists, the use of Cubebs has 1>een recommended
by the best physicians for many generations
Cascara Sagrada is especially introduced for
its necessary laxative properties.
The combination of these with Glycerine and
Sarsaparilla makes Mucu-Tone a remedy that attacks catarrh from every point, gradually restores
and rebuilds the diseased tissues to their former
health and strength, promotes direction and creates a normal appetite. Large trial bottle, GOc.

Crayon Water color,

Gasoline

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup Is bast for
and ohildren. Its mild action
and pleasant taste makes it preferable to
women

For Sale Only at This Sttrt,

The
F. W.

Cylinder

\lso Window & Door Frames.
;

Anyooa sendln* a sketch and deecripUon may
quickly ascertain oar oplntop free whether M

KfenotftKnfldb.lft(^eM<

W.

feet Sumner,

•

·ΟΒ£· EaHy Ri—f·
III iNMieilUtpMl·

Scientific
ΛινγΚμ.
handsomely

η

CHAIVDLER,

A
Illustrated weekly. Lamet escalation of any scientific tournai. Tenu. IS a
lL Bold by all newsdealers.

iweontii

Maine.

and Farm

«SKSâMP

Property

Vor ·«!·

Paris and vicinity. Inquire of
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
South Paria, Maine,

C°a,m,l,,U^

Mitt free. Oldest asency for Moor
Patenta taken tbroacta Mans
tptrtal notic*, without wan·, bit

Matched Hard Wood Floor noarda for aale.

NOTICE.

South Parle, Maine,
April M. 1907.
Thla it to notify all persons that from thla
ι give my *00, I^wl* K. Marston, Me time today
ad
ad to manage for hlmtelf, and I shall nelthei
lalm any of his wages aor pay aay of h la bllli

J

j ar""

throat—headache—toul

—

>

m

CO., Druggists

OnioM
Copyrights 4c.

1 f In «mot of any kind of FlnUh for Inatde or
tutalde work, «end la your order·. Pine Lam
and Shingles on baod Cheap for Oaah.

the

—

—

TRAM MARK·

*r

F.

into

breath—weak and watery eyes—and sometimes
loss of memory.
CATARRH OF THE THROAT:—Irritationsensation of heat and dryness—constant hawking—sore throat—and difficult to breathe.
CATARRH OF THE STOMACII :■-Dizziness
hollow cheeks
emaciation
sleeplessness
—bad dreams—despondent--dull, grinding or
sharp, short pains in side and stomach—nausea after eating—shortness of breath—and bitter fluid rising in throat.
CATARRH OF THE INTESTINES:-Dull.
grinding pain in bowels—diarrhoea—emaciation
—nervousness—and sleeplessness.
CATARRH OF THE LIVER AND KIDNEYS:—Skin drawn and yellow—black specks
floating on field of vision—weak and dizzy
dull pain in small of back—and constant desire
to urinate.
BLADDER :—Sharp
CATARRH OF THE
pains in the lower abdomen and a loss of control over urine—constant desire to urinate—
burning sensation when urinating—face drawn
and palid—eyes dull—palms of hands and feet
damp and chmmv
PELVIC CATARRH:—Constant leucorrhott—
dragging pain i:i the back and hips, abdomen
and thighs—stomach disturbances—skin eruptions—sick headache—female irregularities—
and constipation.

Patents

I will furnish ΙΚΗ>Κβ uû WINDOWS of any
ilie or Style at reasonable jnlcc*.

A. W. WALKER & SON, Village
SOUTH PARIS.

discharge

60 YEAR·'
EXPERIENCE

'lining, Sawing and Job Work.

General Une Farm Machinery.

Well, here are the symptoms that usually indicate its presence. Check them over, and if
you have any of them, try a bottle of Rexall
Mucu-Tone.
CATARRH «OF TIIE NOSE:-Chillinessfeverisluicss— passages obstructed—watery discharge and latter thick, yellow and tenacious

3temaU. Store

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

How can you know whether or
not you have catarrh?

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

Manure Spreaders,

WHITE CAKE.

Ingredients of Mucu-Tone

The chief ingredients of Mucu-Tone arc Gentian, Cubebs, Cascars Sagrada, Glycerine, and

eingleton—Why

|

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Plymouth

eggs, 50 cents.

World."

CURE

|

Carpets

Pure bred White

on Setting of thirteen

KILLthc COUCH

Mrs. S. Joyoe, 180 Sullivan St., Claremont, Ν. H., write·: "About a year ago
Cream one cupful of butter with two I bought two bottle· of Foley'· Kidney
cupfuls of sugar; beat until very light. Cure. It cored me of a severe oase of
violent purgatives, such aa pills, tablets,
Add slowly one cupful of milk, two kidney trouble of several years' ·tending.
to clone out odd
patterns and clean etc. Get the booklet and a sample of oupfuls of flour and half a cupful of It certainly i· a grand, good medioine,
Orino at V. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'a.
cornstarch with three level teaspoonful· and I heartily rooommend It." F. A
•in atock.
of baking powder aifted through it and Shurtleff A Co.
Jennie—Pa, what do they call a man then stir in the jolk· of three egga, well
who has two wives?
beaten. The last thing add tne stiffly
She—What waa that noise I heard
beaten whites of the three egga and a when you came in?
Pa—A'bigamist.
Jennie—Pa, suppose he has more than teaspoonful of vanilla. Bake in small
He—I really couldn't say, dear,
two wives; wbat is he then?
buttered tina.—Sx.
whether it was the night falling or the
Pa—A hopeless idiot.
don't
Now,
day breaking.
bother me with any more questions.
Hint». Λ
Artists have no trouble in securing
Bruah pie cruat with cream to insure
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
modela. The famou· beauties have disrich brown oolor.
The person who disturbed the oongreCorner Main and Danforth Sts.,
Whip oream in a pitcher. It whipa carded coraeU and have become model·
gation last Sunday bv continually more quickly than In an open bowl with In face and form since taking HolUster'a
coughing is requested to ouy a bottle of less spatter.
Rocky Mountain Tea. 36 oent·, Tea or
Foley's Honey and Tar. V. ▲. Shurtleff
Oysters for frying may be rolled in Tablet·. V. A. Shurtleff A Co.; O. D.
Steven·.
MAINE. A Co.
oorn meal and no e|g la needed.

NORWAY,

As

Fare Portland to Boaton $100
...
$1.00
Stateroom

yon|

Wool

abuses.

:

Κ

DR. PARMENTER
Me.

Portland Division.

Pythian Building

have fitted glasses to defective eyes and nothing else—thai makes me a
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
same, come to the man who la a specialist, who
doe· one thing only. No charge for eye examin-

Eye Specialist, Norway,

Easier» Steamship Company.
REDUCED BATE*

suggestions

which naturally encourages us to continue.
To-day, and perhaps for some time to
come, we want to talk about that big
class of remedies known generally as
"catairh cures."
Broadly speaking these are the patent
medicines that have been the chief targets for the attacks of the "Ladies'
Home Journal," "Collier's Weekly" and
other magazines which are waging such
a lively warfare against patent medicine

—

Specialist

or

our

L. M. TUFTS,

the axles with Mica

ation»

written in absolute earnestness and sincerity, and judging from what our customers tell us, we have not been talking
in vain.
We are convinced that our
frankness has been appreciated, and that

Sepia and Oil specialty.

reduces friction.

For sixteen years I

than his ailment and the remedies he or
she takes to cure it.
Our talks have been '"heart-to-heart."
Every word we have printed has been

Bear noticed the fishing pole. Now, as
much as the white bear likes nice little boys, lie likes nice, fat fish better.
So Mr Bear said to himself:
"I'll pull that line in and see if there
Is anything on the hook."
Fie did so. and there was a good fat
fish there. Mr. Bear was much pleased
and sat down and ate the fish. Then
he threw the line In again, and, lo and
behold, he pulled out another fish. He
also ate this fish and a third which be
caught by tossing the line in again.
His hunger having been relieved, the
bear did not. of course, have any further desire to eat the Eskimo lad, but
turned on his heel and strolled away
with a big fish.—Chicago Tribune.

in

smooth,
hard coating on axle, and
a

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
HAROLD L. HAPGOOD, late of Rumford,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bon<ls as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted themto are requested to make

on

High Grade Portrait Work

which,

while it

friends have called "heart-to-heart talks"
patent medicines.
*
That name suits us all right—"heartto-heart talks" is just what we have
intended. There can't be anything more
serious to a sick man or sick woman

Blti FISH.

Bear, who had left home without his
breakfast and was just now looking
for something to eat.
"Ah." cried Mr. Hear, "here,is a boy!
I'll eat him!"
And with that he walked up near to
where the boy was asleep. But when
he get within a short distance Mr.

&

tem-

per. Best lubricant in
the world—contains
powdered mica

NOTICE.

C0M«.

A

Mats, Mirrors

the life of the
horse-

saves

power, time and

ANNA 8. MERRILL.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
NEWELL COOK, late of Paris.
la the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are deal red to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make navment Immediately
EMILY M.COOK.
April leth. 1907.

—

Blli,

8TBOLLEI» AWAY WITH

Q.-Will you Sit down? What are
1. Triply behead a i>erson of irritable
PUFFS.
abom?
you
a
aud
leave
sailor.
temper
he ^ ^ ^
Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamwhy
Mix four teaepoonfuls of
bakingvisible
become
to
behead
2. Triply
ers alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
in three cupfuls of sifted flour.
powder
the
of
head.
and leave part
arm)—Who'. Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
Boat together a third of a cupful of but3. Triply behead a bird and leave η ter and half a cupful of sugar, add one
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
Β.·. .11
snare.
egg and the yolk of another, beaten light,
Freight rates always as low as other
4. Triply behead a common Italian and one cupful of milk. Now mix the
lines.
flour with the rest and drop by spoonfuls
go dd.n Λ.Γ.«
title aud leave a negative.
and see. Oh, if you don » 1 *'"· Ar
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
5. Triply behead high pitched and into gem pans and bake quickly.
steamers of this Company, is Insured
sick.
leave
κκυιτ whkels.
«.·.
against fire and marine risk.
0. Triply behead motive aud leave a
Have ready one cupful of chopped and
to the bench.
They've put in a
seeded raisins and half a cupful of substitute.
child.
General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
The Initials of the remaining words chopped walnut meats. Mix them well
Mrs. Q. (with a sigh of relief)—I'm so Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
and
of
flour
together. Sift two cupfuls
will spell a popular game.
glad. But the other boy. He may—
mix through it one heaping teaspoonful
Mr. Q.—The other boy would sooner
IF YOU want a quick cash
of baking powder; add half a teaspoon- take his place than fall heir to RockeNo. 91.—Transposition.
sale for your country propful of salt and one and one-half table- feller's millions.
combusthe
for
a
vessel
Transpjse
erty, write for our improved
Mr·. Q.—Are you sure William is—
spoonfuls of sugar; put these in a bowl
tion of lufiannnable liquids into a per and rub through them one tablespoonFREE listing blank·. No adMr. Q.—There's nothing the matter
vance payment required.
eunial Indugenous tree.
ful of butter or lard, as yon prefer; and, with William now. But if he had only
when well blended, stir in half a cupful got away with that run.—Pittsburg If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
of milk. Now roll out in a thin sheet, Leader.
No. 92.—Lads and Lasses.
in Oxford
some of the best farms
than wide, sprinkle the nnte and
When the right word has been guess- longer
raisins over it and roll up compactly,
the cost of living getting County.
Hicks—"Isn't
the
word
"lad"
ed for each definition
(jut into slices crosswise, about two to be just frightful nowadays!"
or "lass" will l»e concoaled in It.
inches wide, and place them out side up
Wicks—"It is pretty bad, that's a
1. A combatant in the amphitheater in
baking tin. Sprinkle over the top a fact. But it's a good deal lower than
in the
of ancient Home.
quarter of a cupful of sugar, and cut lit- the cost of dying."
2. Food of raw herbs prepared with tle bits of butter and scatter over them
150 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.
Puur one cupful of boiling water around MORE NEWS FROM THE NEW ENG- MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr
a dressing of various condiments.
LAND STATES.
3. An arrangement of cords or leather them and bake in a brisk oven for about
Norway, Maine.
twenty minutes.
If any one has any doubt a« to the
strips used in catching wild horses.
virtue of Foli-y's Kidn y Cure, th -y need
ASI'AHAGUS SALAD.
4. Something that Is frequently very
tu Mr. Alvin H. Stimpaon,
useful in escaping from a burning
Boil the vegetable in the usual way, only to refer
after almost
and when cold, place three or four stalks of Willimantic, Conn., who,
building.
τη»
w
of recovery, on acc »unt of
5. A woman of culture and refine- on individual plates and add a French Inning hope
the failure of so many remedies, iiaally
mixture
ο
a
which
is
simply
dressing,
ment.
tried Foley's Kidney Cure, which ho
W,H
oil, vinegar, salt and pepper. Serve the
eaye was "just the thing" for him, as
cream clieese sandwiches with it.
Going Back a Few Year·.
four bottles cured him completely. He
is now entirely well and free from all
Mother—Mercy, child! How do you
CHICKEN SALAD.
incident to acute kidney
get your hands so dirty? You never
If it is not too late in the season to the suffering
trouble. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
saw mine as dirty as that!
get celery, this is alwaye a favorite
Prie·
/^ONSUIWPTIOM
Child—No. but I guess grandma did. salad, and this recipe is a new one,
OUGHSand
to marry Jack this month,
50el>$1.00
Nan—Going
I
1
W
made without oil for the benefit of any are
Free Trill.
you? He just wouldn't wait till
one objecting to olive oil, though the
eh?
June,
Key to the Puzzler.
a
is
fur
it
best dressing
Burset and Quickest Cure for all
good
Fan—It isn't on Jack's account that I
Historical Notes: 1. Nero. | very
No. 70.
Cut in small pieces the
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBmayonuaiee.
GarlThat
the
am
wedding.
4. Cecrops.
3. Cato.
hurrying
2. Corinth.
meat of two chickens, and mix with it
LES, or MONET BACK.
is goiug away in June for
Capitol.
one-fourth as much celery, also cut up ington girl and I want to have it over
the summer,
No. 77.—Missing Rhymes: I.—Good, small. Season with salt and a little pepbefore she goes, so I can have the satishood, beast, feast, stood. II.—Jill, to | per. Beat very light three eggs, and, faction of not inviting her.
while beating, add one tablespoonful of
fill, bucket, luck it, the bill.
No. 78.
Quick changes from hot to cold and
Decapitations: Glass, lass, melted butter. Heat one tablespoonful
of vinegar and the juice of one lemon, back
again tiy strong constitution* and
.is, s.
add to this one teaspoonful of sugar and cause, among other evil·, nasal cata· rh,
No. 79.
Syncopations: Festive. 1.1 half a
teaspoonful of ground mustard, a troublesome and offensive disease.
De-f-er. 2. Ch-e-at. 3. Re-s-ln. 4. Misalt and peppe.*. Have this boiling hot Sneezing and snuffing, coughing and
t-re. Γ>. I'a-I-nt. 6. Se-v-er. 7. Dr-e-am.
and add it to the eggs, stirring constant- difficult breathing, and the drip, drip of
No. 80.—Puzzle: Assister, a sister.
ly. Set the bowl in a kettle of boiling the foul discharge into the throat—all
No. 81.— Song Title: "Sing Me to | water and stir with a beater until it is are ended by Ely'a Cream Balm. This
as
thick as cream. Let cuol. Beat half honest and positive remedy contains no
Sleep."
a pint of cream and add to the dressing,
No. 82.—Geographical Cube:
cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful inwhipping both together with a fork until gredient. The worst case· are cured in
W 2. well mixed.
A
Β
S
A
1. W
All druggists, 50 cents, or
a short time.
A
A
m tiled by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
CREAM CHEESE SANDWICHES.
New York.
Β
Β
Β
If you buy the oheese, the Philadelphia
Β
Α
kiud is the best, as it is finer and smooth"Have you a law against carrying conΤ
Β
Β
er; if you have plenty of milk, you can oealed weapons?" aaked the visitor.
as
"We don't need no such law in Crimeasily make the cheese yourself,
Τ
8
Κ 4.
D
Ο
8. Β
D
every housewife knows. Put it in a son Gluch," answered Piute Pete. "Nobowl and rub through it some cream or body here's fool enough to keep a weapon
Κ
Α
Α
melted butter and some salt and paprika, under cover where he'a liable to lose
a
Β 7. which will
W
8
give the cheese a very pretty time reachin' fur it."
color. Cut your bread carefully, removΗ
C
A
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ing the crusts, and spread the cheese be8.
tween two slices. It is most delicious
We are pleaaed to announce that
»
Ο
1
spread on brownbread.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
I
and long troubles is not affected by the
Τ
Η
A
Α β.
C
δ. I
PINEAPPLE SNOW.
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
Use either fre«h fruit or one can of contains no opiates or other harmful
Insertions: 1. Cost, coast
No. 83.
a safe
SOUTH PARIS.
Nichols St..
2. Fit. fiat. 3. Plan, plain. 4. Stand, chopped pineapple. Dissolve half a box drugs, and we recommend it as
add remedy for children and adulte. F. A.
strand. 5. Paint, plaint, β. Grin,-grain. of gelatine in one pint of cold water,
the juice of the pineapple and let come Shurtleff A Co.
7. Cow, crow.
Association.
to a boil. Squeeze the juice of two
Editor—I notioe that you say that the
Kidney complaint kills more people lemons over two cupful· of sugar and
than any other disease. This it due to beat until light. Pour the hot gelatine women at the ball to-night were "eleANNUAL MEETING.
the disease being so insidious that.it over this mixture and stir well, then add gantly gowned." Do you think that
word?
is
a
a
and
in
Put
cold
a
the
good
gets good hold on the system before it
place
gowned
pineapple.
Notice is hereby Riven that the annual
is recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will let stand until it thickens a little, then
Reporter—Well, you couldn't call meeting of the stockholders of Pythian
dressed.
stiff.
of
two
beaten
them
add
whites
the
the
of
fatal disease
eggs
prevent
development
Building Association (or the election of
if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co. Beat ten minutes; pour into a mold.
officers for the ensuing year will be held
It'a too bad to see people who go from at the office of the Treasurer in Pythian
Serve with whipped oream.
day to day suffering from physical Block, South Parla, on Monday, May
Landlord—"Now, sir, you're a weekly
Any kind of light cuatard or pudding weakness when Hollister's Rocky Mount- 20th, 1Θ07, at 10 o'clock, a. ii.
tenant. Tou owe eight weeks' rent. I
at
a
tea.
to
serve
is suitable
shall have to ask you to go."
Oranges ain Tea would make them well. The
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
«test tonic known. 35 cent·, Tea or 18-20
Artist—"Bad policy that. Killing the can be served in a variety of way β, simply
Clerk and Treaaurer.
a
or
with
custard
with
D.
cat
&
Ο.
Co.
F.
A.
Shurtleff
sugar
blets.
up
;
goose that lays the golden eggs, you
know."
poured over them; or, again, coated with Steven·.
desslcated cocoanut.
Of all the fruits there are in the land..
Wedderly—A man who talk· in hi·
SUNSHINE
CAKE.
That grow on bush or tree,
sleep should never marry,
I wonld give up the ohoioest ones
Break four eggs in a bowl and the yolk
not?
For Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. of a fifth one, leaving the white of one
Weaderly—Because he talks in his
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. ν Ο. D. Stevens.
for the frosting. Put also in the bowl •leep.
one cupful of powdered sugar and beat
Oil.
"My boy, 1 like you, and I want yon to these together for twenty minutes, then
"You say you thought of these joke·
have
marry my daughter. But,
add one cupful of sifted flour, gently yourself?"
spoken to her mother about it?"
"Ye·, sir."
stirring it in, and one teaspoonfol of
"No, sir."
"Then you must be about 250 years
vanilla. Bake in a square tin for half an
"Then, to oinoh it for you, I'll appose I hour or a little more in a moderate oven. old next birthday."
the match."
Ice and cot in square*.
—

NOTICE.

Hatching.

we

During the past few months we have
been publishing what some of our good

—

Paris, Maine.

for

want to talk to !
you about "Catarrh cures" ii

—

Urlc-O is sold and recommended in
by T. A. Shurtleff A Co., South

faction

To-day

FOR

If

you wish. Just cut out this advertisement and
send It to the Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, Ν. Y.,
together with your name and the name of your
druggist, aud state that you have never used
Urlc-O ami would like to try It. They will give
you free, through your druggist, a 73 cent bottle,
which you can test and try to your own satis-

cy of the country
which drawn.

Eggs

—a

New Discovery

of Rheumatism that
and you should not put off

never was a care

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of
the world in the curren-

store, 35c.

r'&.\f-Jobo,
tb'£ τ tssriffst drw«d
goïe

Is Uric-0 Treatment.

SYRAOUSB AND '76 FARM
IMPLEMENTS, SULKY AND
WALKING PLOWS.
DISK
AND SPRING TOOTH HARBOWS, SCRAPERS, CULTIVATORS, BTO.
Aleo agent for
Aspinw&l]
Sprayer and potato planter and
Hoover digger.

Norway National Bank

1906.

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
tamed a great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health. They
ire the "family physician," the great
household remedy in thousands of
homes—always handy—always safe—alAt the
ways reliable and efficacious.

«îSîîft.

Only Hope to Rheumatic Sufferers

If rheumatism continue·* to

minutes.

14,

Yours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

fast asleep.
Hut It was doubtless the liest thing
for Win that lie «lid go to sleep, for in
η few minutes along came Mr. While

'W ^οίοΙΓΛ.

Control

yond

théine

Ulkinj

Rheumatism Be-

ANS J.
will and

S?

90.—Triple Beheadings.

August

Stf

9°ΜΓ*α—There

twenty

DEALER IN

"Would say in regard to *L. Y' Atwood's Bitten they are invaluable in
case· of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house (or family use.**

now.

MrbseQ

light,

South Paris, Me.

Hampden Corner, Me^

Tlicre wan ail Eskimo lad who was
fond of fishing. as hoys generally are.
One day iie went out with his rod and
line and plenty of halt to see If he
could nut maki» a good retch of fish.
He pitched in his-hook and threw himself on the ground and. lazy I my. went

win_wWP wmi\mrji

No.

Cripples

A Nation of

£ Bear Catches Fish

Clifford,

..

"ÏÏ'rs ^cf

and,

Family
Remedy

FclHs

I

°Mrd qÎ-G.

once.

Little

Ο. Κ.

An Invaluable

Απ«π>*1 Slory For

Mr. Q —He doesn't know "e re *''":
Mrs O—Our William not know we
are alive! John, what do jo»»»"'
But jι
Mr. Q—Of course he doer
mean he's thinking οί other things jus
now
He's abeorbed in ibe g*1"*·
Mrs. Q.-My William always think* of

oït TJ»».

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.
PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the Kslaus
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, lu and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
April, la the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and seven.
having been presented (or the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Oedlkxo
That notice thereof be given to all person* Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Ox
published three aweeks successively In attheSouth
fori I>emocrat,
newspaper published
Pari·, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of May. A. D. 1907, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

think.

f1!S'Œî£iit.'ïï
Q?n

money-back

Better do it at

An

William.
Il I wave my handkerchief do you think
he will »ee us?

5E>

guaranty—«·Λy it lasts
The·· are some of the reason· why we can rive Paroid so strong
so long—why it is so largely used by the U. 8. Govt.. rail ways, factories and farmers every where.
All we ask ie that you try if, on our
guaranty.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for samples and prices.

BUILDING PLANS FREE

^XTwSS'l^r

iDM^s.°lQ·—Bones
WMraQ-Your

a

plan· for Practical Farta Buildings.

Jumping jack, I

«-No,

W17);othei·

a

WMr*Q.—A

.

UaMr.
bM«.

Guaranty

Paroid Lasts

I

the young man say

^MhTq

a

Because it ism.vleof thebest/elt—madoinourowu
manufacturer, buy
nulls (established in
| u,rir felt outside and simply saturate and coat it.
Because it is sotiked (not dipped) in · saturating
coiuponud which make· it water proof in every flbrr.
Because it is coated on both aide· with the strongest,
thicket!, smoothest, toughest, tnost flexible coating
used un any ready roofing- Don't take our word alone
for it. Compare Paroid with any other. You can see
and fe,-l the difference. Paroid doe* not break or
crack in the coldest wear her or run in hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
both side·—the only cap· that will not nut, work looee

■» p..—:.I. —it. i.._
!ot of
Paroid; open it; init to your roo..
roof,
it; apply it
-pect
spect it,
and if then you are· not satisfied
that you have the fx·»* ready rooting
made, send us your nam» and ailtires-, and we will send you a check
for tlie full C'«t of the rooting iucludinit the coat of applying it.

\
(L'Y

Bet you

2™ QZâeWbiem?

—

The

"WESold udÏTS5K-»
Bill·. orwkorHie,
bo,,
did
^^Idr.^Q.—-What

of flour, pour over it one cupful of
He's coming this
the broth of chicken and half a cupful of
He's c«rying the ball under his
is
and
until
the
sauce
thick
stir
cream;
smooth. Now add your chopped cold
That's not my
—That
ohicken, seasoning with salt and pepper.
Let this simmer gently for a few minutes,
then fill your patty cases with the right.
And he'» a pink now to what he
mushrooms cooked W
mixture. A few
with the chicken will change the color of
-And my William is alway.
the sauce and will also greAtly improve
The four pictures here shown repre- the flavor.
goes the kickofl.
xjrs q —Where is William?
sent four articles to be found at u
UASKED CHOPS.
a -He'· eot the ball and he'·
New
England
dealers*.
hardware
Have some nice French lamb chops.
Homestead.
Also have ready some mashed potatoes,
nicely seasoned. Broil the chops quickNo. 86.—Progressive Enigma.
ly for five minutes. Beat tbe potatoes
so
they will be very light; and while
The leaf was 1-2-3-4-5-G-7 enough to
make a mound with
1-2-3-4 up the 5-(*-7 that was resting they are warm,
like a madman, John.
them on one side of the lean part of each
BlU.
Mr Q—Rah! Rah! Dodge him, R...
ou it
broiled chop. Now dip each one into
That's it. You're the goods. No, he s
beaten egg and cover with bread crumbs
No. 87.—Diamond.
and plunge into hot fat for about two
(as he drops into his
1. A letter in kingdom.
minu'es. You can decorate the bones
What ha. happened? Can you see Wllwith quills of paper and heap them in
2. A masculine nickname.
the centre of a chop-disb. Strew para'ey
3. An old fashioned feminine name.
Q.-Not yet. He'· under the
or watercress around the dish.
4. A country of Europe.
FAKKEB HOUSE ROLLS.
5. It denotes class or rank.
Q.—And all those men on top of
C. Skill iu performing certain actions.
There are many different recipes for
he's dug himself out.
7. A letter in kingdom.
these famous biscuit and here is one of
He s w
no bones broken.
the list; Make a sponge with two cup- There are
fuls of Bcalded milk (but cooled before
No. 88.—Bird Suggestions.
broken-John.
My
using), one yeast cake, softened in half a
What bird is suggested—
cupful of lukewarm water, and about
the ball
has
1. When Robert is at home?
William
Beat well, cover
two cupfuls of flour.
And he's going through
2. Wheu mother is giving her small and set aside until
light, then add two again.
greased lightning through a row of
boy medicineV
tablespoonfuls of eugar, one teaspoonful
3. By a decayed fruit?
of salt, a quarter of a cupful of melted
butter and flour enough to knead, which
Run *vou .on oi yoor f.tber, roo.
you want to do for about twenty minutes.
No. 89.—Charade.
nu».
Ron,
Then let it rise until doubled in bulk, L»k
My first the early morning greets,
when shape it into balls; cover closely
The early riser thus he meets;
hop«lee«lj-t—
and let rise again. Then press the handle
My second gives un added zest
To make the rider do his best.
of a wooden spoon across the centre of
No ,00
Bill.
od bo,. ,00
My whole within the garden found;
each biscuit without dividing it, brush
nailed you. If 1 had y
So look you for It on the ground.
with butter and place in buttered pans, dub they've
here I'd shake the life out of you-if I
when
bake for
one

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
and are sold for just as low
are all first class, high grade instruments,
of
the
for
sold
be
quality the instrument. Also I have
money as they can
Prices
A large stock always on hand.
medium

grade pianos.

jzxs: tb

hie mother.
Make a white sauce by melting toMr. Q—There be is
gether one tablespoonful of butter and

PIANOS.

several

At th· α·»·.
Μη. Quarterback (taking a «eat to the

When Company Cornea to Supper.

Fifty

nui».

COLÏÏHN.

CHABLM H. MA BATON.

!
REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway. Me.

«
Can affonl to and will p»y more for rs2». *
> *i
ber·, and metal than any atranger that
bouie.
your
■«
lie pay· from $6 to $'J per ton for Iron
ered to aim here.

He buy* folded newspaper*.

Ile le paying for mixed rag*. 1 cent » I"
Hay»
Rubber» according to market.
price for br»n >acka.

Steam

Engine

•ubJ·

and Boiler

For Sale Cheap.
horse power
and eight horse power boiler.
Call and nee them at A. C. Ju|,cs
South Paris, Me.
Machine

Second hand, six

engine

Shop,

